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CIVIL DEFENSE BELIEF PATTERNS

PREFACE

WHAT THIS SERIES OF REPORTS IS ABOUT

This series of reports deals with distinctive patterns of belief about
fallout shelters and radiation, peace and defense, with the trusting of
sources, with peoplels in~erests in various kinds of civil defense topics,
and with changes in these various patterns over time.

We have taken one of two major approaches to psychological analysis.
Some workers study traits, how much of a particular characteristic do how
many people have. I stead, we have used type psychology, the parsimonious

L: description of persons in terms of major patterns of belief. Readers
interested in type methodology should read William Stephenson's The Study
of Behavior.

Rokeac' , in the Open and Closed Mind, suggests a model of beliefs which
might best be described in concentric rings. At the core, we have beliefs
so fundamental that their destruction would disintegrate the self. Then we
have beliefs and disbeliefs in authorities. Then we have beliefs and
disbeliefs in the ideas that these authorities express. Some of us are
more rigid and dogmatic than others in defending our belief systems, in-
cluding our beliefs in authorities.

During December, 1961, in each of five cities -- Boston, Lansing, Min.

neapolis, Oklahoma City, and Santa Monica-- we interviewed about 30 persons,
149 altogether. We chose them on the basis of their responses to a telephone
survey directed by Dr. David K. Berlo. We maximized differences among persons
in terms of their estimates of the likelihood and nearness of war, the chances
it might effect them and possibilities of protecting themselves. Ours is a
purposive sample of persons, not a random or representative sample.

In these interviews, we collected information about the belief patterns
of people in three areas: fallout shelters and radiation, trust and distrust
accorded people who might say something about them, and general orientations
toward peace and defense which butress these beliefs,

To accomplish this, we used Stephenson's Q methodology. A brief summary
of the major steps in a Q study will be found at the end of this preface. Also,
a separate report entitled Tchnical Summary is available summarizing in detail
the-yariour procedures used in collecting, processing, and analyzing the data.

In May, 1962, we sent all 149 persons who were inte;viewed in December a
copy of the Government's pamphlet entitled "Fallout Protection."

One month later, in June, 1962, we re-interviewed all we could reach
of the persons who had participated in the December phase of the study. In
all, 105 of the original 149 were re-interviewed. Again, we collected in-
formation on patterns of fallout shelter and radiation beliefs and peace and
defense beliefs. In addition, we investigatod a new area--people's interest
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in various kinds of civil defense topics, ones that might appear in print. We
also asked the people c2)out exposure to civil defense information, how the world
situation was changing, "rallout Protection" bulletin readership, use of the mass
media and other things of a d mographic or biographic nature such as age, educat
tion income, etc,

Our purpose in re-interviewing was to pat at various aspects of change
and stability in the prtdonmnant belief patterns associaLed with fallout shelt.'s
and radiation and peace and defense over a six month period.

LlOur prime interest wat in the rclitionship of such changes to exposure to
information -Jbout civil defense, re6admsnip of the "Fallout Protection"
bulletin, perceptics of changing worl! conditions, media use and other char-
acteristics of the respondents.

In this series, Civil Defenise Belief Patterns, there are included seven
reports on the substantative findings of this program of research. They are: '.

Fallout Shelters and Radiation
.1 ?escription and tabular summary' of the four major types of persons on

tho basis of their patterns of belief about fallout shelters and
radiation.

Source Credibili'1
Description and tabular summa-ry of the five major types of persons on
the basis of their patterns of trust and distrust accorded sources of
information about fallout shelters and radiatiop.

Topic Apeals
Description and tabular summary of the five major types of persons on
the basis of their patterns of interest in civil defense information
topics.

Peace and Defense
Description and tabular summary of the five major types of persons on
the basis of their patterns of belief about peace and defense.

Chanre in Belief
...Descrto and tabular summary of the changes in major types of
belief patterns about fallout ,,helters and radiation and peace and
defense. Includes a summary of the relationships between belief
pattern changes and various indices including civil defense infor-
mation and media exposure, "FalIlout Protection" bulletin readership,
and general demographic charactristics.

Summary
t :General and overall summary of the program of research on civil

defense belief patterns.

Technical Summa
Detaled summary of the various procedures used in collecting, pro-
cessing and analyzing the data. Th!is report primarily intended from
the reader with a more technical benz who is either interested in the
spocific tachnical procodurjs we usd cr is interosted in conducting
a similar prc-ram of resoarch.
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Major Steps in Q Analysis

1. Respondents are asked to sort a ;ack of cards which have
items printed on 'them into a specific number of ranked
piles according to a modified normal distribution. The
sorting is done on the basis of some criterion, e.g.,
helief dinbellef, apree-disapree, etc.

2. A matrix of intercorrelations is formed by correlating
every person's sort of items with every other person's
sort of items.

3. This matrix of intercorrelations is submitted to factor
analysis so that persons are variables and items are

• observations. A principil axis solution is obtained. This
is submitted to a varimax rotation which produces orthc-
gonal factors. On this basis, a factor represents a
grouping of persons around a cqmmon pattern of sorting
the items. Hence, a factor represents a type of person.

4. Each pattern of sorting the items associated with each
factor or type of person is estimated. This is done by
weighting each item response of each of the persons most

highly associated with a riven factor by the degree to
which they are loaded on that factor. The hight., a person's

loading on the factor, the rreater is the weight. These
weighted responses are summed across each.item separately.
This produces an item array of weighted reip-nses fNr eech
factor in the rotated factor analysis solution selected.
The arrays of weighted responses are then converted to z-
scores,

a

5. The arrays of item z-scores are ordered from most accepted
to most rejected for each factor. This provides a hierarchy
of item acceptance for each factor or type of persons.

6. The arrays of items z-scores for each factor are comparedby
subtraction for each pair of factors. This produces arrays
of difference scores for each pair of factors. This provides
%he basis for differentiating one factor or typb of persons
from another.

I,
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FALLOUT SHELTERS AND RADIATION

In what ways basically do Americans differ in their patterns of be-
liefs about fallout shelters and radiation?. flow do such basic belief patterns
relate to a favorability toward building a shelter or supporting a shelter pro-
gram? Do the types of persons differ in the accuracy of information they have
about radiation effects and the efficacy of fallout shelter protection? When
types of persons are either for or against fallout shelter construction, do
they give the same reasons to back up their posittions? What sources of informa-
tion about civil defense 4o t 6e major types of persons trust or distrust. What
kinds of civil defense topics appeal to each of the various major types of per-
sons. What beliefs about peace and defense matters are associated with each of
thc major belief patterns about £ailouc si.lturs diid radiation? Those are the
kinds of research c'estions we posed for this part of the study of Civil Defense
Belief Patterns.

We constructed a series of statements representing a variety of
orientations and beliefs about fallout shulters and radiation. Then we ask-
ed our respondents in Boston, Lansing, Minneapolis, Oklahoma City and Santa
Monica to evaluate these statements. They sorted 57 such statements into 13
ranks from those with which they agreed, believed, or thought were true to
those with which they disagreed, disbelieved, or thought were false. We
analyzed these patterns of acceptance and re jection of those statements in
each of the five cities. There were four basic patterns of belief about
fallout shelters and radiation which cut across cities.

In a similar manner, we asked ou- respondents to indicate their
beliefs in three other areas. They were: i) what sources of civil defense
information sources did they trust or distrust, 2) what kinds of civil
defense topics appealed or did not appeal to them, and 3) what kinds of
beliefs about peace and defense matters did they have. For each of the four
fallout shelter and radiation types of persons, we obtained estimates of
their beliefs in each of these three areas.*

Of the four major types of persons differentiated on the basis of
their patterns of beliefs about fallout shelters and radiation, we found two
types favorable toward shelter building. One of these saw the developmen# of
shelter protection as his own responsibility while the other would like to leave
the whole matter up to the government. Two types were against shelters, but
for quite different reasons. The first felt they would do little good, that

it should be emphasized that beliefs in thse three areas as described in
this report are not the belief patterns as described in other reports. These
described in other reports were the result of separate, Independent factor
analyses. 'The peace and defense, source, and topic beliefs described in
this report are not the result of factor analyses of the sorts in th"
three areas. Rather, they resulted from an averaging process Involving
just the persons most highly representative of each of the four fallout
sheter and radiation types.
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nuclear war probably combined with germ war would destroy everything, no
matter how much or well we ate p~cpared. The second seemed to be simply a
religious fatalist: "My life is in the hands of God..."

We describe each of these types in terms of their fallout shelter

beliefs, their more general orientations on peace and defense, the sources
t1~y trusted or didn't trust and their interests in topics.

4T
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All Four Shelter Types...

AGREE Are UNSURE About DISAGREE

+ There 3eems to be an 0 There are ways of re- - I don't like to
awful lot of confusion ducing the harmful talk about war
about the need for fall- | effects of fallout, and would rather
out shelters. The lead- not read anything
ers in government don't 0 1tcst falluut rapid- about fallout
seem to be able to make ly loses its power shelters or things
up their own minds on tc harm. like that.
whether we ought to
build them or not. 0 Every .;2i. , in order - I have so many.

to protect you from fall- problems of my own,
+ I'm interested in find- out radiation, should have I can't spend time

ing out more about fall- an air tight door. worrying about the
out shelters to see Russians and fall-
whether we really 0 I am interested in out shelters.
should build them or reading and talking
not, aboutl civil defense - I guess that I

and shelters, but would build a fam-
+ People, food, water and I doubt if I'll ily sh!lter, ex-
other things become radio- ever do anything cept that most of
active if they are ox- about it. our friends would
posed to radiation and think we were crazy
should be avoided by 0 1 won't build a if we did.
those who have not been shelter because I
exposed. don't have any place - I don't need a fall-

to put one. out shelter. If
there is an attack,

0 I'd go crazy if there I'm going to head *..
was a terrible nuclear for the hills or
attack and I had to the woods or some-
stay in a shelter wher: away from
for two or three things.
weeks.

If I had a shelter
0 To be really safe, a in my basement, it

fallout shelter would just make me
should be built of worry all the more
lead. about the danger of

war.
0 On this business of

fallout sholters, I
think I'll wait and
see what other peo-

ple around here do
before I decide
whether to build
ore or not.

a. /
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Though our four patterns of belief differed sharply in many
respects, the typos did agree in believing rather strongly that the

fallout shelter issu-) is fraught with CONFUSION. They suggest a lack
of leadership. They say they want more information and some guida-nce
on what they ought to do. (This probably does not mean that most people

will go out of the way to get the information northat they will take
any suggestion that co es along.)

Their need for information becomes clear when we see some of
the matters they aru uncertain about. Many people seem to think of

radiation as a kind of communicable disease. Ilaybc fallout continues

to hang around Te-'tng people wrh radiatlon, maybii not. If you do

have a shelter, perhaps it should have Pn air tight door, perhaps not.
Possibly the shelter has to be built of lead, possibly not. Should we

really build a shelter, or shouldn't we? Would staying cooped up in one
for a while drive us nuts or wouldn't it?

Of course, their saying that they want to know more about fall-

out shelters and radiation is done in the context of an Interview which

undoubtedly au'ggss to many that thdse topics are important. They

appear not to 1ind talk of war and materinl on fallout shelters so un-

pleasant-hat they would ovoid thcn. They seem to feel that these are

matters they should be concerned about. On the surface anyway, the-y-

scem to fool that their friends would not ridicule them were they to

build a shelter. They reject the notion that they could escape fallout

dangers by heading for the hills. And they don't fool that having

a shelter in the basement would make them overanxious.

40
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SHELTER 7YPE "A" BELIEVES SHELTER TYPE "A" DOES NOT BELIEVE

+ We ought to keep ourselves prepared - This fallout shelter fuss is

in case war comes. just a lot of nonsense.

+ Everyone should find out as much as - There is really nothinr an ordi-

he can about fallout sheiters and nary citizen Ilik me can do to
other civil defense matters. protect himself in case of

nuclear war.
+ Buildinf a shelter is like buying

ipsurance we should have one - In the eyes of God, *hinrs like
jdst in case. fallout shelters are immoral.

+ My family and I should have a fall- - A person dies when his time is
out shelter -- either one of our u?. There is nothing Pnyone can
own or a community shelter wc do abcut it.
could ro to.

- 'ly fate is in the hands of God.
# If nuclear attack comes, our area 7here is no use building fallout
here will probably get a neavy dose shelters.
of fallout of radioactive materials.

- If all of us prayed, there would
be nothint to worry about.

- Thore's no use savinr my lifo in

a fallout shelter, since our
country will be in such a mess
after the attack.

- W'.don't really need fallout
shelters ar'und here.

Type "A" clearly favor- fallout i,-l,'er protcction. He thinks it will
help--just in case. Furthermore, he feel-, th t indiviluals such as 1Cmself sbouli
assume responsibility for the matter and snould not leave everythir.- up to the
Covernment.

We need more information, Type "A" says so that we can decide what to do
now and will know what to do when the alarm is sounded. More than any other typo
of person, this one is concerned about whether to build a shelter or not. Says
"A", "If I had the money, I'd get a fallout shelter built for my family ripht
away."

"A" appears to be better informed than others about radiation effects.

Type "A" feels that fallout shelters will work. This belief seems fundamental to
the acceptance of the sheter M . ore than any other type of person, "A"
believes that fallout sheltors will do thc job and will d' it well enouh so that
conditions after the attack won't be impossible. He does not agree with those who
say there is no defense againat an atomic war.
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Pt .e and Defense Beliefs
Type "A" [ielieves that nuclear attack is unlikely, but that its con-

sZ, iences would be so bad that it is smart to prepare now. Along with fallout
pr -ectioin, "A" supports strong military forces, a firm stand by the President in
in,  national negotiations and ithe stren[thcninr of the United Nations. He wants
no :her "softness" nor a preemtive attack on tho Russians.

Type "A's" rejection of the futility of attempting tp defend against
an itomic war exceeds, by far, that by the other types. He also differs from
t10 other types in his lack of desire for the President to create a Department of
I- i in an attempt to resolve permanently the cod war.

So,. -'ces

As SOURCES of information and opinions about fallout shelters and civil
dc nse, Type "A" most trusts President Kennedy. He also puts strong confidence in
Ci, .1 Defense officials at federal, state and local levels. Secretary of Defense
Vc., imara is also high on his list of trusted sourc s.

He rejects the head of S.A.N.E., a group which hopes to end nuclear
tcs :ing. Type "A" also distrusts the head of a committee for world federation
as i source of information and opinions on this matter.

lac Appeals
You recall that "A" said we need to become better informed. Here are the

kir s of things he says he is most likely to read:

+ You May Be Your Only noctor In a Nuclear Attack.

+ Wi/:;ING! NUCLEAR ATTACK -- How Much Time Wil.. You
Have?

+ Fallout and How To Get Rid of It.

+ P',w to °ontact Your Loved Ones After a Nuclear
Disast=c.

+ A Doctor's Report on Radiation.

+ For Those who Survive -- V.at it Will Be Like
After the Blast -- The Ntxt Week, The Next Year.

4 Cit Size, Bomb Size, and Your Chances For Survival.

+ Evacuation Techniques in a Nuclear Attack.

Here ar the kinds of things "A" is most likely not to read:

Occupation - ?Pace-marcher: How and Why.

- Will Russian Soldiers Walk Our Main Streets?

- Why you Shouldn't Build a Fallout Sheltbr.



- So You Think Radiation's Contagious.

- No More Children for Nuclear Ae Man.

- Tax Credits for Protecting Yourself and Your Family.

N Note: -- signifies rejectioh of topic much more than for any other type)

More than with any of the ottr' types the subject of civil defense and
fallout shelters has entered into "A's" conversation during the past few months.

a

Si
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SHELTER TYPE "B" BELIEVES SHELTER TYPE "B" DOES NOT BELIEVE

+ Fallout shelters just won't do the "ob. - If I had the money, T'd get a fall-
All shelters do is make people think they out shelter built for my family
are safe when they really arqn't. right away.

+ We must not give so much attintion to - If everybody in the U.S. had a fall-
shelters, but instead tr harder to out shelter, the Russians would be
revent -.r. less likely to start a war against

US.
+ There is nothing an ordinary citizen like
me can do to protect himself in case - I worry a lot about whether to build
of a nuclear war. a fallout shelter or not.

+ Some areas of the earth will be - If all of us prayed, there would be
impossible to live in for years or even nothing to woriy about.
centuries after an attack.

- In the eyes of God, things like fall-
+ Fallout from an explosion will cover out shelters are immoral.

thousands of square miles.
- A person dies when his time is up.

+ If we must have then, we should have
large public shelters rather than - My fate is in the hands of God.individual types.

Type "B" rejects fallout protection almost as much as "A" favors it. He
does so because he doesn't believe shelters will really.help very much. That is,
"B" seems to say that things would be so horrible that nothing woyld help. He
even feels that the Russians are more likely to use germ warfare than nuclear
weapons.

This type foresees a very= dismal postattack world. Practically A.l his
-loved ones will be dead. Fallout, something like a gas he believes), and deadly

germs will be all around us. Those persons who do manage to survive the blast
and fire will die a terrible lingering death, iood and water will bg contaminated.
There will be no safe place.

Type "B" is not fatalistic. Instead, he wants action on means to pre-
vent war. Let's not waste our time and energy on th~s fallout shelter nonsense.
He rejects the.idea of doing what the government thinks is be'st.

He is ill-infomed about the nature of radiation and its effects. More
than any other ty:)e of person, "B" is apt to think that, if you get exposed to
radiation at all you will die. Fallout lont retains its power to harm, he says.
But he says it doesn't bother him to talk or read about fallout shelters.

'4€
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Peace and Defense Beliefs
Of all the types, "B" seems most.frightened by the international situation

and the possibility of nuclear attack. He fears that somebody will push the wronf
button at the wrong time. More than the other types, he urges that our i'aders
keep talkin- at peace and disarmament conferences and in the U.N. A policy of
stronr military defense is not the solution for him. He frankly admits that he
very much worries about thetpossibility of war.

By much more than the other types, Type "B" believes that after a nuclear
attack on the U.S. life here would become a savage man-to-man struggle for survival.
And he doesn't think we have been told nearly the full story of the devastating
effects of nuclear war. He feels more strongly than the others that nuclear war
would :.-,n the wiping out of mankind.

He strongly favors giving more power to the United Nations and the setting
up of a "Department of the Peace" to get the cold war settled once and for all.
He does not feel that we can solve things by stayinr out of international politics.

Sources

No; here is something very interesting: The most trusted SOURCE for Type
"B" was President Kennedy. Ane another hiph trusted source was Secretary NcNamara.
On the other han, official Civil Defense authorities were somewhat trusted by "B"
but to a lesser degree than are any other type.

This type placed relatively high confidence in "a famous nuclear scientists"
%ecretary Dean Rusk and Edward R. Murrow of the U.S.I.A. Much more than other tynes
rf persons, "B" trusted the heads of a national committee for oeace and disarmament
and S.A.N.E. for information and opinion on fallout slaelters and other civil defense
matters.

Type "B" even puts U Thant, actinp secretary peneral of the U.N., higher
than generals of the Amy and Air Force, a namnhlet prepared by Civil Defense peop'-
and the local director of civil defense. He strongly rejects such sources as the
national commander of the American Legion and the head of the American Medical
Association.

Topics

And what would Type "B" like to read about? You can probably guess from
what you already know. Here are "B's" most approved topicq:

++ How Can The World Disarm?

+ For Those V'.o Survive -- What It Will Be Like After the Blast --

The Next Week, The Next Year.

++ World War III Could be an Accident.
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t+ Occupation -- Peace-Marchers: How and Why.

+ And After The A-Blast, There's FIRE.

+ A Doctor's Report Radiation.

i Floods, Fires ard Tornadoes are Jobs for Civil Defense Too.

+ Fallout And How To Get Rid Of It.

(Note: ++ signifies acceptance of tonic much more than for
any other type.)

Here are the kinds of things he is most likely not to read:

-- Shelter Building Americans anI How They Did It.

-- Shelter Living and Keepinp in Good Spirits.

- My Town and Yours -- Pinpoints on Moscow's attack map.

-- 3 - 2 - 1 -- NUCLEAR ATTACK! What Do You Do Now?

-- A Shelter Blueprint That May Mean Your Survival.

-- Group Shelter or Family Shelter.

- Want A Speaker For Your Group? Ask Your, Local Civil
Defense Man.

- A New Playroom, More Storape Snace, and Fallout Pr'tection Too.

- Shelter Building Supplies are as Near as Your Phone.

- Firearms and Fallout Shelters. a

(Note: -- signifies rejection of tonic much more than for
any other type

Type "B" evidently does not want to read about the effects of a nuclear

attack nor instrumental materials on how to nrotect oneself.

Among the Shelter and Radiation types, "B" seems to be the most avid reader.
The number of books he read in the month before the June study is greater than for

any other type. "A" has also had more formal education and lives in a household with

a larger total income.
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SHELTER TYPE "C" BELIEVES SHELTER TYPE "C" DOES NOT BELIEVE

+ My fate is in the hands of God. - If I had the money, I'd pet a fall-
There is no use buildinp fa llut out shelter built for my family
shelters, since what God w .lls will right away.
be done.

- If everybody in the U.S. had a fall-
+ We ought to do all we cap to prevent out shelter, the, Russians would be
war, less likely to qtart a war against us,

+ If all of us prayed for peace there - If you pet exposed to radiation at
would be nothing to worry about. all, you are likely to die.

+ Let's not pay so much attention to - Even though radiation is invisible, =
shelters. it is simnle to detect fallout.

+ A person dies when his time is up. - A plastic suit with a filtering mask
There's nothing anyone can do about is Rood protection against fallout.
it.

- A nuclear attack will make some areas
. Any shelter adequate for a family of the earth impossible to live in

would cost more than $300. for years or even centuries.

+ I won't build a shelter. - Radiation sickness is not contagious.

Type"C" is clearly fatalistic: Unlike "A" and "B", he feels that
prayer is the answer. He says, "God, not fallout shelters, will determine
whether we live or die." There is no point in building shelters since a per-
son cannot determine his own destiny. In fact, he feels, as does no other
type, that fallout shelters are immoral.

Even sn. "C" feels he should find out more about shelters so he can
decide whether to build one or not. S|

Less than any other type does he see building a shelter as a kind of
insurance. What is insurance to a fatalist? Yet of all types, "C" seems least
worried about thieffects of stayinp in a shelter for two or three weeks.

- In any case, "C" feels that the civil defense people are doing a good
job.

Type "C" is well informed on some matters and not on others. But,
what differnce does it make? *

Peace And Defense Beliefs
Like "A" Type "C" feels that we should have strong military defenses

and President Kennedy should deal firmly in international matters. He feels

I.

!I
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we are already so strong that'only a fcol would attack us. He doesn't think
anyone will attack us. Big war is unlikely. He doesn't feel that Russia and
China are going to start fiphtinp eacL other. In fact, he doesn't seem to
want to think "bad" about anybody. As you mipht expect. He strongly opposes
a preemptive attack on the Soviet Union.

Sources
Like Types "A" and "B", this one Dut President .Kenned at the ton as

a SOURCE of information aAd oninions about shelter nrotection. "C" also rated
former President Eisenhower and Vice President Nixon higher than did any other '

group. The federal director of civil defense stood just below President Kennedy
and Eisenhower as a source on this mccwtcr and the local civil defense man was
only a few levels lower. Type "C" cousiders his local and national religious
leaders as adequate sources.

This type would reject the Drincioal of his nearby school,'the presi-
dent of the Ford Motor Compoany, the head of S.A.N.E. and the national com-
mander of the American Legion.

Type "C" does not seem totally unconcerned about his fate when we
examine the topics he would like to read about. Here are the headlines he
ranked high:

+t Food Exposed to Radiation Can bc Salvaped.

+ How Can The World Disarm?

+ In A Shelter or Out of It -- What are t;, Chances
of Survival in A Nuclear Attack.

+ How To Contact Your Loved Ones After Nuclear Di9ster.

+ You a-J Your Neighbor -- How You Can Both Survive.

(Note: + "n-rifies acceptance of tonic much more than for any other type.)

And "C" rejected these topics:

- Why You Shouldn't Build A Fallout Shelter.

-- Psychological and Sociological Problems of Shelter-
living.

S

-Will Russian Soldiers Walk Our Main Streets?

-- Is Your Child's School Prepared for Nuclear Attack?
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-- City Size, Bomb Size and Your Chances of Survival.
6

- My Town and Yours -- Pinpoints on Moscow's Attc:k Map.

--World War III Could be an Accident.

(Noti: -- Signifies rejection of tonic much more than for any other type.)
I,

So, Type "C" seems both worried and not worried at the same time --

fatalistic, yes, but maybe thinps don't hanpen just that way. After all, the
"Cs" are imbedded in a culture which rejects fatalism. A true fatalist should
not be concerned about chances for survival.

Type "C" will probably not object to the building of fallout shelters T
for other people and he mipht even sncak into one if the time comes -- unless
his fundamental religious ire is arouscd. So, watch out!

During the four weeks before the study, Type "C" attended church more
times than did any other type. Also, "C" surnasses all other types in his
preference for a particular religious faith. "C" did not remember having
received a copy of the government's bulletin on Fallout Protection

QS

QS
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ShELTER TYPE t'D" BELIEVES SHELTER TYPE I'D" DOES NOT BELIEVE

+ On this fallout shelter business, 1Il - In the eyes of God, thinps like fall-
do whatever the government thinks iz. out shelters are immoral.
best to do.

- My fate is in the hands of God. There
+ We should build large public shel- is no use building fallout shelters.
ters rather than have eadh family
build one of its own. - If all of us prayed for neace, there

would be nothing to worry about.
+ The government should lend money to
communities so community shelters - I worry a lot about whether to build
can be built. a fallout sheliter or not. T

+ The government ought to start a nro- - After an attack, some ateas of the

gram for building shelters. ezrth would be impossible to live in.

+ My family an I oupht to have a shel- - If you pet exnosed to radiation at all,
ter to go to, either private or public. you are likely to die.

+ It's the federal government's respon- t - After a nuclear attack, if you filter
sibi ity to protect all citizens-by the dust out of the air, the air. iill
supplying them, rich and poor, with be perfectly safe to breath.
shelters.

+ The fallout shelter should serve peace-
time purposes as well.

Type "D" reveals his passivu sunnort of fallout shelters. He evidently
wants fallout protection at theinitiative and exrense of thekfederal govern-
ment. He will do whatever the government thinks is best to do. He puts the
tihole matter on the government's shoulders.

As you might expect, "D" favors larae nublic shelters over family
shelters. Possibly, he is projectinp ,nen hi, says "I think a community shel-
ter would be a good idea, but you can'4 rot noonlc around here interested in
building a thing like that."

Shelter Type 'D" rejectsreligious fatalism and has reason to believe
an can survive nuclear attack.

Peace And Defense Beliefs
This type doesnt feel that the Russians are likely to use pm war

fare. Nor does he feel that fallout would be as big a problem as most Deoole
make out. But he fels that we ought to keen ourselves prepared in case war
cameo.
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Like Type "B", this one seems worried about the way things are going.
He fears that somebody will push the wronp buttor, at the wrorpg time. He also
feels that we have not been- told the, "fuji story" of the devastatinFg effects
of nuclear war.

-At the same time, "'D" bclievc2s that w'- are so strong, that only a fool
would attack us. He feels that 4c shouid be -:tronp and that President Kennedy
should take a firm stand whenever "they" try to oush us.

Type I'D" does niot believe that nuclear war would mean the wining out
of mankind. He does feel that defense and nronaration are possible, but would'
just as soon leave it all up to the "povernrnent."

Sources

7- Curiously, this is the only type which does not out President Kennedy
at the top of trusted SOURCES. He is placed high, but the federal and state
4irectors of civil defense, a civil defc.iso namphlet, a famous nuclear scien-
tist and the head of the American Medicafl, ";sociation are all higher. The
local director comes just below the PrsGidcit.

The president of the Ford Motor Coiinany is one of '"D's" most rejected
sources. Type "'D" wants official sourccs, those connected with goverrment or
national organizations.

Type "Dr's" choices of tonics to read about are similar to "A's", excent
that I'D" wants to read "Building a Shelter' Uncle Sam Will Foot The Bill$"
and "tAll rejects it. Here are the topic headlines "D" said interested him:

+ For Thoso Who Survive -- What Will it be Like -

The Next Week, The Next Year.

+ WARNING! NUCLEAR ATTACK. How Much Time Will
You Have?

+-Evacuation Tacianiques to A rNucl,!!r War.

+ You May be the Only D'-ctor in A Nuclear Attack.

++ Your ARE Your Community -- Know Where To Go In
-Case Cf Nuclear Attack.

+ Building A'Shelter' Unclc Sam till Hevlp Foot
the Bill.

t. The Host We Can Hope rot And The Worst We Can
Expect in A Nuc-lear War.
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+ 3 - 2 - I -- NUCLEAR ATTACK! What Do You Do Now?

++ Don't Guess -- Ask Your Civil Defense.

(Note: ++ Signifies acceptance of tonic much more than for any other type.)

These are the topics which ,"D" rejected:

- Why You ShouldA't Build A Fallout Shelter.

-- So You Think Radiation's Contagious.

- Will Russian Soldiers Walk Our Main Streets?

- Occupation -- Peace-Marcher: :'ow And Why

- No More Children for Nuclear-Ape Man.

- Tax Credits for Protecinp Yourself and Your Family.

- Shelter-Building Supplies are as Near as Your
Phone.

-- Typhoid -- as Deadly A Killer as ?allout In
Shelter Living.

(Note: -- Signifies rejection of tonic much more than for any other type.)

Here we find an interesting contradiction. Tyne "D" does not see tax
credits as a part of Uncle Sam footinp the bill.

a
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Distribution of

In our sample, which was not a rerresentative cross-section of
the United States, the Type "A" belicf ratterr was most prevalent by far.
Next, at about the same level of occurdnce, were Types "B", "C", "D" and a
combination of the charac-teristics of Typc "A" and "D". It should be pointed
out that the two types in this combination were "pro-shleter." There was
also a small number of belief oatterns which were other combinations of the
characteristics of two orlmore types.

ft
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TABLE 1-- Consensus Fallout Shelter and Radiation Beliefs
Which Did Not Differentiate Between the Four

Fallout Shelter and Radiation Types
4

1l3an
z--coro Statement

Types A, B, C and D Generally Accept I

l.C04 42. There seens to be an awful lot of confusion about the need for
fallout 3helters. The leaders in goveriment don't seem to be able
to mako up their own minds on whether wt ought to build them or
not.

0.783 31. I'm interested in finding out more about kallout shelters to see
whether we really should build one or not.

0.504 27. People, food, water and other things become radioactive if they
are exposed to fallout radiation and should be avoided by those
who have not been exposed.

0.233 10. There are ways of reducing tNe harmful effects of fallout.
0.220 U. 1ost faout rapidly loses its power to harm.
0.169 23. Every shelter, in order to protect you from fallout radiation, .,

* should have an air tight door. "4
0.127 37. I am interested in reading and tAlking about civil defense and

shelters, but I doubt if I'll ever do anything about it.

And Reject:

-0,693 - 6. I don't like to talk about war and would rather not read anything
41~~about fallout shelters or things like that.

0.63 2 41. 1 have so many problems of my own, I can',t spend my time worrying. , f.

about the Russians and'fallout shelters.
-0.617 14. I guess that I would build a family shelter, except that most of

our friends would think we were crazy if we did.
-0.716 44. I don't need a fallout shelter, If-there is an attack, I'm going

to head for the hills or the woods or somevht away from things. .

..0. SU 43. If I had a shelter in nWr basement, it would just make no worry,~-
* all the more about the danger of war.

-0.399 48. On this business of fallout shelters, I thihk IOll wai.'and se
what other people around here do before I decide whethe to build
one or not.

-0.230 29.' To be really safe, a fallout shelter should be built of lead.
-0.209 20. I think I'd go crazy if there was a terrible nuclear attack and I

had to stay in a shelter for two or three week.s.
-0.148 . 22. I won't build a shelter because I d6n't have any p3ace to put'one. ,

• ' 'U I

- I ,

*1 .<
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-ABLE 2 - ConsemsususPeaco and DofCesc Baliofs of the
Fallout Shelter and Ridiation Types bich Di& Not

f Differentiate Betwuen the Four Types

Y an
SZ-score Statement

Types A, B, C, and D Generally Accept:

1.786 8. The stronger we make our own war power, the less likely we are
to have a war, since we will probably never make the first
attack on anyone.

20. We are all going to have to get used to living in a world where
the threat of a nuclear attack is always with us.

1,195 23. Ih order to settle the cold ar, we should get the finest minds
in the nation to work out some new solutions to the problems.

S 0.822 22. We should give a lot more power to the United Nations to make-it
a true world government.

0.629 35. I wish President Kennedy would set up a Department'of Peace to
got the cold war settled once and for all.

0.555 4. I wish we could go back to the good old days when you didn't
have to worry about hydrogen bombs and missiles and nuclear war..

0heads.
0.032 3. Lately, things seem to ,e getting better in the world. I would

I'say the chances for peate are much better today than they were
a year or so ago.

And Reject:

-1.678 25. I don't know whether we'll have a nuclear war -- and I don't
rmuch care, one way or another.

14.388 24. I think our loaders should do anything to keep us out of a
nuclear war -- even to the point of yielding to the Tmssians on
important issues.

-1.269 13. The best way to keep out of war is not to got ready for one.V -0*.89, 5. We are all being radiated so much now from fallout of the bomb,
[i testing that a nuclear attack probably won't make much differenm

-.o841 12. I Just don't like to plan ahead very much. I'll let the future
take care of itself.

-0.807 28. I think we should organize a march on ashington to got our
leaders and the Ruassian leaders to stop testing nuclear bombs.

'-0.596 32. After the Cuban mistake and things like that, I just can't put[ much trust in what our government leaders say.
!0.290 2.-The cold war and the danger of a surprise nuclear attack got on

1 ;1 my nerves. I wish somebody would do something about them.-0.259 . 1. If our leaders wduld ake a real effort"to understand and co-

I operate with the leaders of lassia and Rod China, we-could
probably prevent war.

$,-0.122 21. A nuclear attack would probably wipe out most of our government
leaders in Washington.

-0.111 6.( I don't think we'll have a iniclear attack on the U. S. What
would the !jssiaia do with a radioa tivo waste-land?

.4' , 4',

,, ., ,- I, - ' .'
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TABLE 3 -- Consensus Civil Defense Information Sources of tho
Fallout Shelter and Radiation Types Which Did Not Differentiate
Between the Four Types

4

Moan
Z-scpro. Stetement

Types A, B, C, and D Genorally Trust;

1.240 24. State Director of Civil Dcfonso.
0.901 11, A famous missile export.
0.796 35. Chairman of the Sonata Defense Comittee.
0.720 Comnanding General of the U. S. Air Force in this area.
0.711 42. Coxzmanding General of the U. S. Army in this are&.
0.303 45. National religious leader of my faith.
0.189 41. My mat s (husband or wife)
0.075 44. Editorial in 'Tim magazine.
0.004 18. The Now York Tmos.

"Type sA, 3, C, and D Generally Ditr-*,' t.

-1.856 36. My next door neighbor.
-1.492 5. Head of the AFL-CIO, Goorge Meany.
-1.448 10. Head of the statq Taxpayers' League.
-1.334 22. Head of the National Farm Bureau.
-1.298 15. My boss (or my husband's boss).
-1.105 40. My best friend.
-1.024 13. A teacher in cur school. -

-0.687 19. Manager cf local TV station.
-0.589 32. Editorial in the newspaper I road.
-0.540 4. Your local TV newscaster.
-0.408 26. Head of the National Council of Churches.
-0.365 23. Article in Reador's Diaest.
-0.363 2. Editorial in Life magazine.
-0.352 25. The President of the University. .

-0.168 47. Head of the local Chamber of Comuroo. ""
@~ " 4

i • I
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TABLE 4 - Consensus Civil Defense Topics of the Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Types Which Did Not Differentiate Between
The Four Types.

Mean
z-scor Statement

Typ4s A, B, C, and D Generally Most Want To Learn More About:

1.269 33. Living Off The Land After An Atomic Attack.
0.706 44. You CAN Help In Your Nation's Defense.
0.692 45. Even If Yoa Can't Build a Fallout Shelter There's Some-

ithing You Can Do.
:" 0. 5W 48. Witness to Disaster: Human Behavior in a Nuclear Attack.

0.428 31. Disease as a Weapon of War.
0.34 52. Which Way Does the Wind Blow? A Vital Question After

Nuclear Attack
. 0.081 34. If the Russians Invaded, Would You Know How to Fight?

Types A, B, C, and D Generally Least Want to Learu More About:

-1.258 29. Some Shelter Contractors Are Dishonest - Watch Outl
-1.250 53. Your Corner Grocer Can't Help You After the Bomb
-0.883 54. Want A Speaker for Your Group? Ask Your Local Civil

Defense Man.
* -0.763 38. Burial of A-Bomb Victims is a Job for the Living

-0.646 , 25. Hiroshima, August 7, 1945--24 Hours After the Bob.
r -0.359 51. Movie Close-ups of the Effect of High, Medium and Low

Yield Explosions on Typical Structures
-0.126 18. Supply and Demand-How Will It Work in An Ataic Attack?
-0.118 42. Ranch-house, Bank Building, Garages Building Typos and

Nuclear 2last Effects
* .0.105 22. Nuclear Fallout's Dangerous Enoug--Don't Suffer From

Malnutrition TooV\
i "

L.o

~~I.
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TABLE 5 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type A: Array of Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Beliefs In Order From Most Accepted
to Most Rejected (excl.des consensus beliefs)

z-Score Statement

2.914 57. We ought to do all we can to prevent war -- and at the same time
keep ourselves prepared in case it comes.

2,299 32. I think everyone should find out as much as he can about fallout
shelters and other c~vil defense matters so that he can be pre-
pared in case of attack.

1.873 12. I see building a shelter as something like buying insurance.
Better to spend a little now even if we never use it, so well
have it just in case.

1.6n 54. If a nuclear attack comes, our area here will probably get a
heavy dose of fallout radiation.

1.314 3. I am convinced that my family and I should have a fallout shelter-
either one of our own or a community shelter we could go to.

1.301 5. While blast and heat damage from a nuclear explosion is limitec
to several miles around the point where it explodes, fallout from
it may cover thousands of square miles.

0.994 13. Everyone in this country s~iuld have a fallout shelter he can got
into if and when we are attacked.

* 0.955 2. I wouldn't mind so much building a family shelter or helping to
build a community shelter, if the thing was designed to serve
peacetime purposes as well.

0.851 4. On this fallout shelter business, I'll do whatever the government
thinks is best to do.

0.794 33. Any shelter that would provide adequate protection for a family
would cost more than $300.

0.790 55. Even though radiation is invisible, it is simple to detect fallout.
0.725 39. If I had the money, I'd get a fallout shelter built for my famil

right away,
0.620 1, The government should lend money to communities so community

shelters can be built.
0.584 9. After a nuclear attack, if you filter the dust out of the air, the

air will be perfectly safe to breathe.
0.452 15. It soemn to .e that, if the government wants us to have fallout .

shelters, it ought to stp-t a program for buiilding shelters.
0.451 38. I wish the people in government would stop talking so much about

fallout shltere and do something about them.
0.410 56. Radiation sickness is not contagious. There is no harm in getting

close to somebody who 1;; it.
0.368 8. It would b, bette; for communities to build large public shelters

rathir than to have cach family build one of its own.
0.193 36. I tl-ZIk a community shelter would be a good idea, but you can't

get people around here interested in building a thing like that.
0.175 25. If we are attacked, great storms developed by the nuclear explo.

sions will swep across our country.
0.139 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make the earth, or some

areas of it, impossible to live in for years or even centurie.
0.045 $ 30. I think if everybody in the U.S. had a fallout shelter, the

Russians would be :ass likely to stit a war against us.
'. 0O040 18. It see=s to m that the Russians are more likely to use germ war.

-' fare than th4W are to attack us wit' nuclear weapons.
-0.071 35. I worry a lot about whether to build a fallout shelter or not.
-0.117 28. A plastic suit with a filterig mask is good protection againmt

most fallout.

I j J " ", , , , .W
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TABLE 5-Continued

Z-seore Statement

-0.139 6. We rnust try harder to prevent war and not give so much attention
t. shelters.

-0.259 7. I auwzt want to have the only shelter around here. I just
couldn't face keeping my neighbors out of my shelter in case of
attack.

"-0.605 19. I don't think I'll build a shelter because there wouldn't be time
to get to it.

-0.638 14. It is the federal government's responsibility to protect all
citizens by supplying them, rich and poor, with shelters.

-0.715 26. If you get exposed to radiation at all, you are likely to die.
-0.850 16. Fallout shelters just won't do the job. All shelters do is make

people think they are safe when they really aren't.
-0.893 50. There is no real protection against radioactive fallout -- not

even a concrete shelter. The stuff is like a gas that can get
at you wherever you are.

-1.034 40. hat's the use of trying to save my life in a falLout shelter.
Our country will be in such a mess after the attack, it just won't
be worth living.

-1.041 49. I wouldn't use a fallout shelter in case of attack. So many of
my friends would be dead that it wouldn't be worth living anyway.

-1.099 53. I think that if all of us prayed for peace there siould be nothing
to worry about.

-1.246 45. 1-y fate is in the hands of God. There is no use building fallout
shelters or anything like that, since whzt God wills will be done.

-1.530 52. A person dies when his time is up. There's notbing an.yone can do
about it.

-1.530 47. I suppose they need fallout shelters in some parts of the U.S.,
but wo don't replly need them around here.

-1.577 21. In the eyes of God, things like fallout shelters are immoral.
-1.731 51. I don't think there is replly anything an ordinary citizen like

me can do to protect himself in case of a nuclear war.
-1.798 17. 1 drn't see what all this fallout 'shelter fuss is about. I think

it's just a lot of nonsense.
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TABLE 6 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type A: Theme Analysis of Probed Comments
About 'ost Accepted and Nost Rejected Fallout Shelter and Radiation Statements

(Based on 60 respondents assigned to type)

Frvquency Thenie

20 There must be something in this shelter business -- why else is there so much
uproar -- but what we need is more concrete information from the govern-
ment and a more authoritative stand by them.

29 It is important to be prepared for anything.
8 In times like these, we whould follow the best judgment of government leaders,

who are the experts.
I try to get as much information about shelters as I can.
,y area is a key target area.
Fallout is a definite danger in my area.
I try to be rational in my considcrrtion of these i

!'14 Ve should try to prevent war but prepare for it with shelters.
5 Preparation, in the form of shelters, is a preventative measure.
2. It is better to be safe than sorry.

4 -1 Shelters are insurance.
Prlanning and prepartion would rduce panic in the case of-attack.

i ~ Everyone should have a shelter.
I think shelters are making big profits for sore people.
The cost of shelters is very high.

I have no room for a private shelter.
[I saw a shelter on exhibit. It seemed inadequate.
Community shelters are better than private ones due to:

3 Lower cost.
5 Family scattered in work and school cycle.
1 Either private or coolunity shelters are OK.
I I woull make sure first that my family were protected; the neighbors would have

to %fait.
On Federal :onstruction of shelters:

Nr0
5 Part of national defense. .*.

5 Uigher taxes.
3 Federal governnent should encourage locals only.
I I would donate mry labor to local effort.
1 Commur ity responsibility.
I An individual responsibility.

Federzl loans t'r the construction of shelters:
I Pro
1 Con
4 Cur sc'ools should be protected by shelters.
4 Current public facilities should be adapted to serve a. shelters too.
2 Private sthelters should have nult.iple uses to iustify their existence.

God and Shelters:
S 7 Are consonant.
(3 God helps those who help themselves.
1 Re.,ember Noah and the Ark.
2 God is irrelevant to the shelter question,
4 God gave us the brains to think and plan.
4 Prayer is not the key, though it waW help.
2 Prayer is the key.
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TABLE 6 Continued

SFrequency Theme

9 To believe in determinism is to give up before you start.
5 T1e have a duty to try to protect life.
8 Survival is an intrinsic human drive.
U1 I'm optimistic. I want to be alive to help rebuild.
4 After the bombs, I want to help.
1 Our morale is related to our s.icurity and shelters help the latter.
2 There is a definite war threat.
1 A little radiation is OK.
1 ie should take steps to make sure our elite is protected fc' the rebuilding.
1 I see little diffeeence between building a tornado shelter and doing the same

for fallout. Both are insurance.
2 I have had some CD instruction or participation.

Probability of attack:
4 The probability of nuclear attack is higher than germ attack.
1 Germ attat-k is more likely.
1 Poison is more likely.
1 Nuclear attack probability is low.

* 2 Radiation is not contagious.
2 If blast and fire hit, a shelter won't do much good.
2 Plastic is no good for a shelter.
I Shelter doors don't need to be air tight.

Two feet of lead only for shelter walls:
Pro

2 Con
References to World 'pr II experiences:

3 Preparedness as a preventive.
3 The Japanese cities.
1 Seeking shelter in war.
3 CD experiences.
1 Other (Flint tornado).

'4 4

J

PS
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TABLE 7 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation lype A: Fallout Shelter and Radation
Lseliefs -Which Differentiate Type A From Types B, C, and D*

z-scores Statement

A B C D More Than B, C, and D, A Accepts:

2.914 1.3i 2.787 .0.470" 57. Tie ought to do all we ca" to prevent war --

and at the s2me time keep ourselves prepared
in case it comes.

2.299 0.463 0.873 0.587 *.*32. 1 think everyone should find out as much as he
can about fallout shelters and other civil
defense matters so that he can be prepared in
case of attack.

1.873 -0.543 -0.680 0.934 **12. I see building a 3helter as something like
buying insurance. Better to spend a little
r.ow even if we never use it, so we'll have it
ust in case.

1.611 0.759 0.762 0.264 0*54. IFa nuclea attack comes, our area here ".ili
probably get a heavy dose of fallout radio-
active materials.

0.944 -0.707 0.053 0.716 13. Everyone in this country should have a fall-
out shelter he can into if and w.en we are
attacked.

0.790 0.054 -1.339 -0.453 *55. Even though radiation is invisible, it is sim-
ple to detect fallout.

0.725 -1.348 -1.120 -0.863 ***39. If I had the money, I'd get a fallout shelter
built fcr my family right away.

0.669 0.449 -0.193 0.008 10. There arc ways of reducing the harmful effects
of f allout.

0,584 -0.587 -0.806 -1.154 ** 9. After a nuclear attack, if you filter the dust
out of the air, the air will be perfectly safe
to breathe.

0.410 0.093 -0.933 0.075 56. Radiation sickness is not contagious. There
is no harm in getting close to somebody who
has it.

0.175 0.160 -0.742 -0.866 25. If we are attacked, grekt storms developed by
the nuclear explosions will sweep across our
country.

0.045 -1.172 -1.050 -0.451 30. I think if everybody in the U.S. had a fall-
out shelter, the Russians would be less likely
to start a war against us.

-0.071 -1.078 -0.871 -1.507 **35. I worry a lot about whether to build a fallout
shelter or not.

More Than B, C, and D, A Rejects:

-1.798 0.397 -0.835 -0.553 o*17. I don't see what all this fallout shelter fuss
is about. I think it's just a lot of nonsen.

-1.731 1.246 -0.803 -0.848 **51. I don't think there is really anything an or-
dinary citisen like me can do to protect him-
self in case of a maclear war.

-1.530 -0.574 -0.776 -0.126 04", i suppose they need fallout shelters in soe
parts of the U.S., but we don't really need
them around here.

-1.117 -1.049 -0.702 -0.578 41. I hav, so asny problems of my own, I can't
spend my tim worrying about the Rssiaw and
fallout sheltfra.
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W 41 TABLE 7 Continued

z-scores Statement
, AB C D

041 0.296 -0.650 -0.459 49. I wouldn't , :.,llout shelter in case of
attack. So -,y of my friends would be dead
that it wouldn't be worth living anyway.

034 0.320 -0.691 -0.243 40. Whats the use of trying to save my life in a
fallout shelter. Our country will be in such
a mess after the attack, it just won't b3

J worth living.
-0.893 0.117 -0.188 -0.125 *e50. There is no real protection against radioactive

''F, , fallout -- not even .a concrete sh3lter. Th3 "--

, 'stuff is like a gas thaf can get at you
wherever you are.

*-0.850 2.442 0.014 -0.544 16. Fallout shelters just won't do the job. All
shelters do is make people think they are safe

.9 .when they really aren't.
-0.638 -0.079 0.385" 1.427 '*14. It is the federal gavernment's xespon3ibilit3?

to protect all citizens by supplying them,
rich and poor, with shelters.

-0.605 0.711 0.946 -0.315 19. I don't think I'll. build a shelter because
there wouldn't be time to get to it.

-0.498 -0.058 -0.142 -0.220 29. To be really safe, a fallout selter should be
built of lead.

-0.398 0.002 0.039 -0.233 22, I won't build a shelter bevatso I don't have
any placo to put one.

-0.285 0.415 0.194 0.185 37. I am interested in reading and talking about
civil defense and shelters, but I doubt if
I'll over do anything about it.

-0.259 0.777 0.552 0.231 7. I don't want to have the only shelter around
here. I just couldn't face keeping r7 neigh-
bors out of my shelter in ci3o of attack.

-0.139 2.239 1.907 0.746 e* 6. We must try harder topevont t!ar and not rive
so much attention to cholters.

0.452 0.825 0.639 1.783 15. It seems to me that, if 'the govornmont w.ts
us to have fallout shelters, it ought to start 
apropram for building shelters.

0.519 1.298 0.702 1.495 42. There seems to be an awful lot of confusion
about the need for fallout shelters. Th
leaders in government don't seen to be ablo to
make up their own minds on whether we ought to
build them or not.

1 Includes items which one type ghve z-scoros which.were highor or lowcr than eai.h of
th. other types. The more discriminating items are marked with asterisks:

0* One type placed it at least 0.5 standard deviatio'n higher or lower than
• .each of the other types.

One type placed it at least 1.0 standard deviation higher or lower than
each of the other types.
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TABLE 8"- Fcllout S!cltcr :c.nd R di:-tion Typc A:
Arrny of Pcacc n6 Dcfonrc Bclicf F rc:. i.1czt Acccptcd
to lo-zt Rojoctod (cxcludzs conzcr:,u: bclicfZ)

L-zc')rc StatIcm-nt

2.272 15. We should have the strongest military defense possible and I
then resident Kennedy should take a very firm stand whenever
they try to push us.

1.485 30. The chances of a thermonuclear attack on the United States are
very siall, but the consequences of such an attack would be so

disastrous that the only smart thing to do is to prepare
against it, now.

1.261 36. I think the civil defense people are doing the best Job
possible to help us prepare, in case we are ever attacked.

0.691 33. We are strong enough today so that no sensible nation would

launch an attack against us, knowing that our retaliation would
be swift and terrible.

0.641 11. Our leaders shoulc keep talking at the peace and disarmament
conferences and in the United Nations. As long.as you're talk-
ing, you're not shciting.

0.392 16. I an, almost positive that hussia or some other country will
attack the United States with missiles and nuclear bombs with-
in the next 10 years.

0.362 14. Every day we seem to be getting closer and closer to war with
Russia.

0.190 19. After a nuclear attak on the United States, life here would
be a savage man-to-man struggle for s,;rvival.

0.189 34. The thing I'm afraid of is that somebody will push the wrong
button at -,he wrong tire.

0.179 9. We have not been told the full story on the devastating effecti
of nuclear war.

-0.C22 29. If Russia real'y threatens us, I think '" should fttazk firs + •
to take advantage of the surprise.

-0. 20, 26. le should build the best defefnses pos ,ibc around the aordoes
of o= country and s c"! of international politics.

-0.355 27. 1 think Russia and Red China are going tc,,tart fighting each
other so there is no use our worrying about an attack from
Russia.

18. 'Nuclear war would mean the ,iw.ing out of mankind.
-0.857 31. I just don't believe there will eve- be a thiud world war.
-0.901 17. Y-ankly, I just don't worry about war or the possibility of a

nuclear attack.
-1.288 7. The best way to settle this whole thing would be foT us to

rake a surprise nuclear attack on the Russians and ; et rid of
their striking power.

-1.478 10. There is no defense against an atomic war. It is foolish to
fool ourselves into thinking there is.

I , (i :" . .. . ...mm '- -- "' , ... ",
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TABLE 9 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type A: Array of
Civil Defense Information Sources From Most Trusted to
Most Distrusted (excludes consensus sources)

-no. , re St .tem~ent

2.0 9 9. President of the United States, John F. Kennedy.
1.9 1 28. Federal Director of Civil Defense.
1.8& 37. A pamphlet prepared by the Civil Defense people in the Depart-

mont of Defense.
I ., 2 8. U.S. Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara.
1 .~.3 3C. Local Director of Civil Defense.
i • ;16. A faoreus nuclear scientist.
0•06 46. Hoad of the Central Intelligence Agency.

33. U.S. Secretary of State, Dean Rusk.
21. Former President, Dwight D. Eisenhower.

0.41 6. Head of the United States Information Agency, Edward R. Murrow.
0 12. Head of the American Medical Association.

O•. Q 17. Former Vice-President, Richard M. Nixon.
0.2 2 1. The Governor of.this state.

34. U Thant, Seocretary-General of the United Nations from Burma.
- 2?. National Commander of the American Legion.

-0.31 7. Senator Barry Goldwator..
-0."8 29. Local religious leader pf my faith.
-0.-,? 43. The mayor of this city,
-0.., 31. Head of the National Committeo for Peace and Disarmament.

39. The principal of the nearby school.
-0.F'6, 14. Head of the Committee for Wrld Federation.

3. President of Ford Motor Company.
-1 .*I 20. *Head of SANE, national comntteo to abolish nuclear bomb

testing.

A.

!" " "" ,, .,'.. +. "" -+I



j , TABLE 10 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation -ype A:
[ IArray of Civil Defense Topics Fror Most Want to Learn More

.' ! About to Least Want to Learn More About (excludes concensus
topics)

____o_ e Staterient

1.820 31. You 1ay Be Your Only Doctor in a Nuclear Attack
1.44? 13. WARN:DTG. NUCLEAR ATTACK - How Much Time Will You Have?
1.321 47. Fallout and How To Get Rid of It
1.297 10. How to Contact Your Loved Ones After Nuclear Disaster
1.260 57. A Doctor's Report on Radiation
1.193 5. For Those Who Survive--What It Wil' Be Like After the

Blast--The Next Week, TMe Next Ycar
1.Il4 50. City Size, Bomb Size. and Your Chances for Survival
i.i04 37. Evacuation Techniques in a Nuclear Attack
0.979 56. is Your Child's School Prepared for Nuclear Attack?
0.850 30. In A Shelter or Out of It--%at Are the Chances of Surviv4

in a Nuclear Attack
0.832 40. You and Your Neighbor-How You Can Both Survive
0-800 9. 3-2-1--UCLEAR ATTACK. What Do You Do Now?
0.727 1. Food Exposed to Radiation Can Be Salvaged
0.659 15. The ost We Can Hope For and the Worst We Can Expect in a

Nuclear War
0.467 7. Why Our Government Wants Us to Build Shelters
0.444 2. You ARE Your Community-Know Where to Go in Case

of Nuclear Attack
0.373 49. Psychological and Sociological Problems of Shelter-Living
0.305 24. A Shelter Blueprint That May Mean Your Survival
o.274 12. The Blast of Nuclear War: Protection Against a Near-Solid

Wall of Air Pressure
0.245 23. Group Shelter o4. Family Shelter?
0.101 36, World War III Could Be An Accident
0.033 55. Typhoid--As Deadly A Killer As Fallout in Shelter-Living

-0.006 43. Firearms and Fallout Shelteru
-0.023 6. Don't Guess--Ask Your Civil Defensel \
-0.100 35. How Can The World Disarm?
-0.151 3. There Are Ways to Know About Fallout
-0.230 21. My Town and Yours--Pinpoints on Moscow's Attack Map
-0.240 16. And After the A-Blast, There's FIRE
-0:.303 27. A New Playroom, Mre Storage Space, and Fallout Protection

• "' Too.

-0.383 32. Shelter-Living and Keeping in Good Spirits
-0.404 28. Shelter-Building Americans and How They Did It
-0.538 20. One If By Land, Two If By Sea--Amrica's Nuclear Readiness

System
-0.612 14. Floods, Fires and Tornadoes Are Jobs For Civil Defense Too
-0.648 41. Building a Shelter? Uncle Sam Will Help Foot the Bill
-0.829 39. Shelter-Building Supplies Are As Near As Your Phone
-0.831 26. Our High Cdst of Living and the Low Cost of Surviving
-1.016 46. Tax Credits for Protecting Yoxself and Your Family
-1,442 4. No More Children for Nuclear-Age Man
-1.445 19. So You Think Radiatin's Contagious
-1.893 58. Why You Shouldn't Build A Fallout Shelter
-2.104 17. Will Russian Soldiers Walk Our Main Streets?
-3.258 8. Occupation-Peace-Marcher: How and Why
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1TAELE -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type A:
Correlations Between the Degree to Which a Subject is of the Type A
(estimated factor loadings) and Various Demographio and General Civil
DLfense Irformation Exposure Variables*

Var. Corre-
No. Variable Code lation*

11 Sex of subject 0 - female + .084
1 - male

12 Age of subject Actual age .172

13 Number of children who still livb at Actual number of - .032
home children

14 Last grade which was completed in Actual last grade + .131
school completed

i 15 "Do you have a preference for a 0 - No, Won't say + .091
particular religious faith?" 1 - Yes

16 Number of times subject has attended Actual number of -

church in last four weeks times

U 17 Number of years subject has lived at Actual number of - .073
present address years

18 Number of years subject has lived in. Actual number of - .091
present city years

19 Number of years subject has lived in Actu.l number of - .074
present state years-

20 Number of hours of television viewing Actual number of + .171
in past week hours

21 Number of hours of radio listened to Actual number of + .012

in past week hours

22 "Did you look into or read a newspaper 0 - No yeses + .190
yesterday .... the day before yesterday?". 1 - 1 yes

2 - 2 yeses

23 Number of books read in the past Actual number of + .023
month - books read

24 J Number of-meetings of organizations Actual number of + .129
i..attendedin the past month meetings

-i:25, Subject's estimate of total family income Actual income estimate + .037
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TABLE 3. Continued

Var. Corre-
No. Variable ._Code laton

I ~ Perceived Change Index: Guttmann 0-5 - Number of yeses + .100
41 scale of following questions..... to five scale questions

"Do you feel the world situation
has changed in the past few months?"

I"Has anything happened since your
interview last December that has

I given you any new ideas about civil
I. defense?"

'j~jj In the past few months, have your
feelings about fallout shelters 0 - No, DK
changed in any way?" 1 - Yes

"As best you can remember, did you
sort these cards (FALLOUT SHELTER
AND RADIATION) any differently than
you did last December?"

"As best you can remember, did you
sort these cards (PEACE AND DEFENSE)
any differently than you did last
December?" .

2 "As best you can remember, did you sort 0 - No, DK -. 116
these cards (PEACE AND DEFENSE) any 1 - Yes
differently than you did last
December?"

3 "As best you can remember, did you sort 0 - No, DK - .070

those cards (FALLOUT SHELTER AND RADIA- 1 - Yes
TION) any differently than you did last
December?"

4 "Since the last interview, have you 0 - No, DK + .103
noticed anything in the newspapers about 1 - Yes
civil defense or fallout shelters?"

5 "Have you noticed anything on television 0 - No, D& - .047
about civil defense or fallout shelters?" 1 - Yes

6 "In the past few months, have you 0 - No, DK + .005
noticed anything in magazines about 1 - Yes
civil defense or fallout shelters?"

7 "In the past few months, have you 0 - No, DK + .250
tal:ked with anyone about civil defense?" 1 - Yes
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TABLE 11 Continued

,Var Corre-
No. Variable Code lation

8 "Have you gotten any other information 0 - No, DK - ,179
about civil defense or fallout shelters?" i - Yes

9 "Have you gotten a copy of th, govern- 0 - If no + .023
ment's bulletin on 'Fallout Prot( .- 1 - If yes, all no
tion. '" (yes, DK, no) below
"I f YES: Did you read it?" 3 If yes in part,

(yes, yes in part, no) no below
4 -If yes, no below

"if YES or YES IN PART: Did you 5 -If yes
discuss the bulletin with anyone?"

10 "Have you thought about ordering any 0 - If no + .118
other civil defense booklets from 1 - If yes, no below
the government?"

"If YES: Have you ordered any yet?" 2 - If yes
x .

* With an N = 104, a correlation of .193 is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

** A matrix of innerco:relations between all pairs of the demographic and exposure
variables will be found in the appendix of the summary report (Part A). The
variable number refers to each variable's location in this matrix.
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TABLE 12 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type B: Array of Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Beliefs In Order From Host Accepted

to Most Rejected (excludes consensus beliefs)

2-score Statement

2.442 16. Fallout shelters just won't do the job. All shelters do is "Wek
people think they are safe when they really aren't.

2.239 6. We must tty hardor to prevent war and not give so much attention
to shelters.

1.450 5. While blast and heat damagi from a nuclear explosion is limited
to several miles around the point where it explodes, fallout
from it may cover thousands of square miles.

1.331 57. We ought to do all we can to prevent war -- and at the same time
keep ourselves prepared in case it comes.

1.246 51. I don't think there is really anything an ordinary citizen like
me can do to protect limself in case of a nuclear war.

1.190 24. The radioactivity after an attack would m.ake the earth, or some
areas of it, impossible to live in for years or even centuries.

1.083 8. It would be bettor for communities to build large public shelters
rather than to have each family build one of its own.

0.825 15. It seems to me that, if tha government wants us to have fallout
shelters, it ought to start a program for building shelters.

0.777 7. I don't want to have tha only shelter around here. I just coi'0aW t
face keeping z" neighbors out of r shelter in case of attack. ' '

0.759 54. If a nucier attack comes, our area herq will probably get a
heavy dose of fallout radioactive materials.

0.756 18. It seems to me that the Russians are moro likely to use germ wag-
fare than thoy are to attack us with nuclear weapons.

0.711 19. I don't think I1l build a shelter because there wouldn't be time
to get to it.

0.539 38. I wish tho p'-ople in government would stop talking so uh about
fallout shelters and do Something about them.

0.463 32. I think everyone sh u find out as much as he can about fallout
shelters and other civil defense matters so that he can be pro-
pared in caso of att"ck.

0.397 17. I don't see wvAt all this fcr.lout sholter fas is about. I thi
it's just a lot of nonsonse.

0.320 40. What's tho use of tryt.; o save life in a fallout shelter.
Our country will be in such a A3s after the attack, kt just won't
be worth living.

0.296 49. I wouldn't usoa fallout shelter in case of attack. So maq of nW
friends would be dead that it wouldn't be worth lUivg a ov y.

0.161 31. I'm interested in finding ouL more about fallout shelters to m
whether we rcal]v should build one or not.

0.160- 25. If we are attacked, great storms developed by the maclear olo.-
sions will sweep across our country.

0.142 1. The government should lend money to coudties so community sh*-i
ters can be built.

0.117 50. There is no real protection against radioactive fall6ut -- not
evena concrete sheltor. The stuff is like a gas that can got at
you wherever you twe.

0.093 56. Radiation sicknear ^J3 not contagious. There is no hurm ia gettin
close to somebody who Me it.

0.068 26. If you get exposed to radiation at all, you are likely to die.
0.064 55. Zven though radiation is invisible, it is si ple to detest fallet.
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TABE 32 Continued

&-score Statement

-0.020 28. A plastic suit with a filtering mask is good protection against
most fallout.

-0.062 33. Any shelter that would provide adequate protection for a family
would cost more than $300.

-0.&73 2. I wouldn't mind so much building a family shelter or helping to
build a community shelter, if the thing was deaiped to serve
peacetime purposes as well.

-0.079 14. It is the federal government's responsibility to protect all citi-
zens by supplying them, rich and poor, with shelters.

-0.093 36. I think a coamunity shelter would be a good idea, but you can't,
get people around here interested in building a thing like that.

-0.103 4. On this fallout shelter business, I'll do whatever the government
thinks is best to do.

-0.548 12. I see buildinga shelter as something like buying insurance.
Better to spend a little now even if we never use it, so we'll'
have it l in case.

.0.574 47. I suppose W'no- fallout shelters in some parts of the U.S.,
but we don't really need them around here.

-0.587 9. After a nuclear attack, if you filter the duat out of the air,
the air will be perfectly safe to breathe.

-0.645 3. I am convinced that my family and I should have a fallout shelter-
either one of our own or a community shelter we could go to.

-0.707 13. Everyone in thLs countryt should have a fallout shelter he can get
into if eid when we are attacked.

-2.078 35. Iw orry a lot about whether to build a fallout shelter or not.
-1.172 30. I think if everybq4y in the U.S. had a fallout shelter, the Rue-

sians would be less likely to start a var against us.
-1.348 39. If I had the monesy, I'd get a fallout shelter built for my fadi

right away.
-2.100 45. (y fate is in the hands of God. There is no use building fallout

shelters or a thing like that, since what God wills will be done.
-2,113 52. A person dies when his time is up. .here's nothing anyone can do

about it.
-2.168 21. In the eyes of God, things like fallout shelters are imral.
-2.6W 53. I think that if all of us prayed for pee tpre would be nothzag

to vory about.

J =m
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TABLE 13 -- Fallout Shelter and Rediation Type B: Theme Analysis of Probed Coments
About Most Accepted and Host Rejected Fallout Shelter and Radiation Statements

(Based on 16 respondents assigned to type)
a

Frequency Theme

3 If the government isn't sure whether we should have shelters, how can the
layman know?

2 We don't have enough informatbon about shelters.
1 If necessary, and if the government said so strongly enough, I might change my

mind about shelters.
2 I do extensive reading about shelters and try to reach a rational decision.
1 I saw a shelter exhibit in a supermarket and I was furious. I wouldn't look

at it.
1 All this is much ado about nothing.
4 Fallout shelters won't do the job.
1 If a nuclear attack comes, I don't know if shelters would help..
1 If an attack came, it would not be likely that the family would be together

at the time.
5 Prevention of war is more important than preparation for an attack.
4 Shelters are not immoral in the eyes of God.
1 Shelters are in conflict with the Scriptures.
1 God couldn't be on the side of anyone planning mass destruction, so apything

we do must be okay.
1 There is no God.
4 Prayer alone is not enough.
1 I believe my fate is determined.
3 I don't believe my fate is determined.
1 There are all sorts of things we can do. Our fate is not sealed.

I have no wish to live after an attack.
shelter program presupposes that there will be a war.

1 I'm cautious. I want to wait a while and see before I buy a shelter.
4 We are a prime target.
1 Nobody has convinced me radiation is harmful.
1 The opinion of my neighbors doesn't bother me.-
1 It would probably be a direct hit so a shelter would be useless.
1 If it comes, it comes.
3 It would be a surprise, so most people wouldn't have time to get tS their

shelters anyway.
1 Blast is the main danger so a fallout shelter is not mAch use.
2 Other things, besides fallout, will be the main danger.
1 I have a hillside back of my house so if there were an attack, I could dig two

feet in to protect myself. I haven't dug itp but I cod'if there wee
an attack.

1 I just can't see a world of people hiding from each other.
1 The whole thing is stupid -- an underground civilisationi
I I think the whole thing is designed to make profits for some people.
I We are exposed to moderate radiation every day so why have a shelter.
1 Shelters are too expensive.
1 Radioactivity will last for years.
1 CD should run commnity shelters; the Federal government shouldn't.
1 Shelters would't be large enough.
1 There would be trmeamus competition to get into shelters if there were an

attack.
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TABLE 13 Continued

FrM Theme

If we must have shelters, only community ones will do:
4 Family is scattered so private shelters are useless.
1 Individual shelters are death traps.
2 I've seen CD films on bomb tests.
1 I've worked with radiation.
1 Radioactivity is not contagious.

Shelters need an air tight door:
1 Yes.
I No.
I Poisonous war is more likely than nuclear war.

I.Q

\S

' t*

•
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T*BLE U...- FaL1.oue &adJRdia*sru ype B: Fallt.e l. e.-and Ja-diatim
Beliefs Whioh Differentiate Type B FrourTypes A, C, and Do

Z-scores Statement

B A C D More Than A, C, and D9 B Accepts:

2.442 -0.850 0.014 -0.544 ~16. Fallout shelters just won't do the job. All
shelters do is make people think they are safe
when they really aren't.

2.239 -0.139 1.907 0.746 6. We must try harder to prevent war and not give
so much attention to shelters.

1.450 1.301 0.653 -0.010 5. While blast and heat damage from a nuclear m
plosion is limited to several miles around the
point where it explodes, fallout from it m,
cover thousands of square miles.

1,246 -1.731 -0.803 -0.848 **51. I don't think there is really anytning an or-
dinary citizen like me can do to protect hhb-
self in case of a nuclear war.

1.190 0.139 -0.974 -1.328 .*.24. The radioactivity after an attack would make
the earth, or some areas of it, .imposible to
live in for years or even centuries.

1,011 0.515 0.435 0.055 27. People, food, water and other things besome
radioactive if they are exposed to fallout
radiation and should be avoided by those who
have not been exposed.

0.777 -0.259 0.552 0.231 7. I dol't want to have the only shelter around
here. I just couldn't face keeping n' nad$-
bores out of my shelter in case of attac.

0.756 0.040 -0.041 -0.960 e18. It seems to me that the Shosians are more Like-
ly to use gem warfare than they are to attack
us with nuclear weapous.

0.415 -0.285 0.194 0.185 37. I an interested in reading and talking about
civil defense and shelters, but I doubt if
I'll ever do anything about it.

0.397 -1.798 -0.835 -0.553 .17. I don't see what all this fallout shelter fusS
is about. I thiek it's just a lot of noseas.

0.320 -1.034 -0.691 -0.243 *040. What's the use of trying "to save o life In a
fallout shelter. Our country will be in smh ".
a ness after the attack, it just won't be
worth living.

0.296 -1.041 -0.650 -0.469 .049. I wouldn't use a fallout shelter inonse at
attack. So on y of m friends vold be 6d
that it wouldn't be worth living aiqyM.

0.117 -0.893 -0.188 -0.125 50. There is no real protection against radiottie
fallout -- not even a concrete phelter. TM
stuff is like a gas that can get at you
wherever you are.

0.058 -0.715 -1.8 8 -1.201 *026. If you get exposed to. radiation at all yes
- are likely to die.

-0.068 -0.498 -0.142 -0.220 29. To be safe, a fallout shelter sMMld
be built of lead.

-0.020 -0.117 -1.191 -0.866 28. A plastic suit with a filtering ash is pod
Protection against &ost fallout.

-0.454 -0.815 -0.68 -0.72 44. I don't seed a fallout shelter. It tbare Is
an attsck, I'm going tolmad for the kiLl wr
the Woods or cM e May from things
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TABLE 14 Continued

z-scores Statement
B = C D

-0.489 -0.584 -0.503 -0.587 ' 43. If I had a shelter in my basement, it would
just make me worry all the more about the
danger of war.

More Than A, C, and D, B Rejects:

-2.683 -1.099 2.565 -1.023 oh*53. I think that if all of "s prayed for peace
there would be nothing to worry abot.

-2.113 -1.530 1.499 0.222 .,52. A person dies when his tim:) is up. There is
nothing anyone can do about it.

-2.109 -1.246 2.943 -1.582 e.45. My fate is in the hands of God. There is no
use building fallout shelters or anything like
that, since what God wills will be done. F

-1.348 0.725 -1.120 -0.863 39. If I had the money, I'd get a fallout shelter
built for my family right away.-

-1.207 -0.855 -0.657 -0.852 46. I don't like to talk about war and would rather
not read anything about fallout shelters or
things like that.

-1.172 0.045 -1.050 -0.451 30. I think if everybody in the U.S. had a fallout
shelter, the Russians would be less likely to
start a war against us.

-0.707 0.994 -0.053 0.716 **13. Everyone in this country should have a fallout
shelter he can get into if and when we are
attacked.

-0.645 1.314 -0.607 1.638 3.% I am convinced that my family and ' should
have a fallout shelter -- either oue of our
own or a community shelter we could go to.

-0.073 0.280 0.282 0.475 11. Host fallout rapidly loses its power to harm.
-0.103 0.851 0.615 2.276 ee 4. On this fallout shelter business, I'll do what-

ever the government thinks is best to do.
-0.073 0.956 0.538 1.348 se 2. I wouldn't minde"o much building a family shel-

ter or helping to build a\community shelter,
,if the thing was designed to serve peacetime " ".
purposes as well.

0.161 L048 1.133 0.790 **31. I'm interested in finding out more pbout fall-
out shelters to see whether we really should
build one or not.

0.463 2.299 0.873 0.587 32. 1 think everyone should find out as mach a he
can about fallout shelters and other civil de-
fen" matters so that he can be-prepared in
case of attack.

Imolud itens which one type gave &-scor" which were higher or lover than each of
the other types. The *ere discriminating item are marked with asteriss

a One type placed it at leat 0.5 standard deviation higher or lower than
each of the c h types.

ee ~O type placed it at least 1. 0 standard deviation highe or lower than
each of the other types.

I
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TABLE 15 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Typo B:
Array of Peace and Defense Beliefs From Most Accepted
to Most Rejected (excludes consensus beliefs)

z-score Statement

1.491 34. The thing I'm afraid of is that somebody will push the ,-ong
button at the wrong time.

1.464 19. After a nuclear attack on the United States, life here would be
a savage man-to-man struggle for survival.

1.315 11. 0cr leaders should keep talking at the peace and disarmament
conferences and in the United Nations. As long as you're talk-
ing, you're not shooting.

1.258 9. We have not been told the full story on the devastating effects
of nuclear war.

1.107 15. We should have the strongest military defense possible and then
President Kennedy should take a very firm stand whenever they
try to push us.

0.658 10. There is no defense against an atomic war. It is foolish to-
fool ourselves into thinking there is.

0.577 36. I think the civil dtfense people are doing the be'st job
possible to help us prepare, in case we are ever attacked.

0.501 18. Nuclear war would mean the wiping out of mankind.
0.190 30. The chances of a thermonuclear attack on the United States are

very small, but the consequences of such an attack would be so
disastrous that the only smart thing to do is to prepare against
it, now.

0.092 33. We are strong enough today so that no sensible nation would
launch an attack against us, knowing that our retaliation would
be swift and terrible.

-0.107 14. Every day we seem to be getting closer " closer to war with
Russia.

.0.250 27. I think Russia and Red China are going to start fighting each
other so there is no use our worrying about an attack from
Russia.

-0.276 31. I Just don't believe there will eyer be a third world war.
-0.757 16. I am almost positive that Russia 6r some other country uill

attack the United States with missiles aMA nuclear bombs within
the next 10 years.

-1.116 29. If Russia really threatens us, I think we should attack fr:st
to take advantage of the surprise. a

-1.143 17. Frankly, I Just don't worry about wr or the possibility of a
nuclear attack.

-1.368 26. We should bu. tld the best defenses possible azownd the borders
of our country and gla out of internatinal politics.

-1.506 7. The best way to settle this whole thing would be for us to
make a surprise nuclear attack o,- the Rusans and get rid of
their striking power.
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TABLE l -- Fallout Shcltcr and Radiation Typo B: Array of
Civil Defense Inforrtion Sources From Most Trusted to
Most Distrustcd (excludes consensus sources)

_-__e Statoment

2.689 9. President of the Unitcd States, John r. Kennedy.
1.750 16. A famous nuclear scientist.
1.665 33. U. S. Socretary of Stat , Daa Rusk.
1.512 8. U. S. Socrctary of Defense, Robert McNamara.
1.289 6. Head 'of tho United States Trformation Agoory.Edward R. Ifrrow.
1.147. 31. Head.,of the National Committeo for Peace and Disarmamont.
1.033 1. The Governor of this state.
0.781 20. Head of SANIE, national comnittee to abolish nuclear bomb

teating.
0.649 28. Federal Director of Civil Defense.
0.630 34. U Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations from Bura.
0.457 17. Former Vice-President, Richard M. Nixon.
0.454 37. A pampl-let prepared by the Civil Defense people in the Depart-

meat of Defense.
0.447 21. Former President, Dwight D. Eisenhower.
0.201 30. Local director of Civil Defense.
-0.198 14. Head of the Committee for World Federation.
-0.225 7. Senator Barry Goldwatc.
.0.275 46. Head of the Central In6Alligence Agency.
-0.483 39. The principal of the nearby school.
-0.64z 29. Local religious leader of my faith.
-0.656 43. The mayor of this city.
-0.701 3. President of Ford Motor Company.
-0.880 12. Head of the American hedical Association.
-1.697 Z7,. National Commander of the American Legion.

46
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TA 17 - Fallout Shelter and Radiation Tyr Bj
Array of Civil Defense Topics Fro Most Want to Learn
More About to Least Want to Learn More About (excludes
consensus topics)

2.813 35. How Can The World Disarm?
1.955 5. For Those Who Survive-What It Will Be Like After the Blast-

The Next Week, The Next Year
1.813 36. World War III Could Be un Accident
1.355 8. Occupation-Peace Marcher: How and Why
1.342 16. .nd After the !,-Blast, There's FMRZ
1.118 57. A Dohctor's Report on Radiation
1.105 50. City Size, Bomb Size, and Your Chances for Survival
1,064 14. Floods, Fires and Tornadoes Are Jobs For Civil Defense Too
1.025- 47. Fallout and How To Get Rid of It
0.932 15. The Most We Can Hope Fr and the Worst We Can Expect ina

Nuclear War
0.918 le Food Exposed to Radiation Can Be Salvaged
0.668 12. The Blast of Nuclear War: Protection Against 1 Near-Solid

Wall of Air Pressure
0.592 30. In A Shelter or Out of It-What Are the Chances of Suvitval

in a Nuclear Attack
0.588 55. Typhoid-I"s Deadly A Killer As Fallout in Shelter-Living
0.343 37. Evacuation Techniques in a Nuclear Attack
0.308 49. Psychological and Sociological Problems of Shelter-Living
0.270 3. There Are Ways to Know About Fallout
0.P19 56. Is Your Child's School Prepared For Nuclear Attack?0.212 58. Why You Shouldn't Build A Fallout Shelter

0.199 13. WAJNING! NUCLE. R ATT.CK - How Much Time Will You Have?
0.169 31. You May Be Your Only Doctor in a Nuclear Attack

-0.066 20. One If By Land, Two If By Sea - America's Nuclear Readiness
System

-0.100 46. Tax Credits for Protecting Yourself and Your Family
-0.107 19. So You Think Radiation's Contagious
-0.226 4. No More Children for Nuclear-Ate M&an
-0.254 2. You AR Your Community. -Know lohere to Go in Case of Nuoldar ".'.

Attack
-0.300 7. Why Our Goverment Wants Us to Build Shelters
-0.457 41. Building a Shelter? Uncle Sam Will Help Foot The 4i1
-0.535 40. You and Your Neighbor--How You lan Both Survive
-0594 17. Will Russian Soldiers Walk Our Main Streets?
-0.788 6. Don't Guess--Ask Your Civil Defensel
-0.890 ;6. Our High Cost of Living and the Low Cost of Surviving
-0.979 10. How to Contact Your Loved Ones After Nuclear Disaster 'S

-1.071-- 43. Firearms and Fallout Shelters
-1. 253 39. Shelter-Building Supplies Are As Near As Your Phone
-1.o53 27. A New Playroom, More Storage Space, and Fallout Protection H.
-1.333 24. A Shelter Blueprint That May Mean Your Survival
-1.428 23. Group Shelter or Family Shelter?
-1.435 9. 3-2-l--NUCLR ATT.ACKJ What Do You Do Now?
-1.511 21. W lbn and Yours-Pinpoints on Hoscow's Attack Map
-1.764 32. Shelter-Living and Keeping in Good Spirits
-1.939 28. Shelter-Silding Americans and How They Did It
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TAIM 18 - Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type Bt
Correlations Betwen the Degree to Which a Subject is of the Type B
(estimated factor loadingb) and Various Demographic and General Civil
Defenso Information kposure Variable**

Var. Corra-
No! arible________________ lition*I.I

.3.1 Sax of subject 0 - female -. 125
1 - male

3.2 Age of subject Actual age + .121

13 Number of children who still live, at Actual number of .001
home children

14 Last grade which was completed in Actual last grade + .256
school completed

15 "Do you have a preference for a 0 - No, Won't say - .040
particular religious faith?" 1 - Yes

16 Number of times subject has attended f Actual number of -. 17

church in last four weeks times

17 Number of years subject has lived at Actual number of + .083
present address years

18 Number of years subject has lived in . Actual number of + .080
present city years

19 Number of years subject has lived in Actual number of + .126
present state years

20 Number of hours of television viewing Actual number of + .028 ".
in past week hours

21 Number of hours of radio listened to Actual number of -. 100
in past week hours

"Did you look into or read a newspaper 0 - No yeses " + .027
yesterday....the day before yesterday?" 1 - 1 yes

2 - 2 yeses

23 Number of books read in the past Actual number of + .222
month books read

24 Number of meetings of organizations Actual number of + .038
attended in the past month meetings

2 B ubject's estimate of total famly income Actual Income estimat- + .237

it!
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TAME 18 Continued

Var. Colrr- 
, Variable C .de

1 Perceived Change Index: Guttmann 0.5 - Nmber of yese0
scale of following questions..... to five soae questions *0L

"Do you feel the worl4 situation
has changed in the paht few months?"

"Has anything happened since your
interview last December that has
given you any new ideas about civil
defense?"

"In the past few months, have your
feelings about fallout shelters 0 - No, DK
changed in any way?* 1 -Ye

"As best you can remember, did you
sort these cards (FALLOUT SHELTER
AND RADIATION) any diiferently thani
you did last December?"

"As best you can remember, did you
sort these cards (PEACE AND DEFENSE)
any differently than you did last
December?"

2 "As beat you can remember, did you sort 0 No, DE 012
these cards (PEACE AND DEFENSE) any 1 -. Yes
differently than you did last
December?"

3 "As best you can remember, did y~u sort 0 - No, DK + .015
these cards (FALLMJT SHELTER AND RADIA- 1 - Yes a
TION) any differently than you did last

December?"

"Since the last interview, have you 0 - No, DK
noticed anything in the newspapers about 1 - Yes
civil defense or fallout shelters?"

"Have yMu noticed anything on television 0 - No, DK
about civil defense or fallout shelters?" 1 - Yes

6 "In the past few month, have you 0 -No, DK
noticed anything in magasines about 1 - yes
oivil defense or fallout shelters?"

S In the past fem onths, have you 0 - No, DK
talked with anmm about oivil defense?' 1 Yes on
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TAK 18 Continued

Var. Corre-
o Variable ,,,Code ,Atio

8 'Have you gotten any other information 0 - No, DK + .039
about civil defense or faJlout shelters?" I - Yes

9 "Have you gotten a copy of th govern- 0 - If no
ment's bulletin on ' FaAllo Protec- 1 - If yea, all no
tion.'" (yes, DK, no) below

"If M5: Did you read it? 3 - If yes in part,
(yes, yes in part, no) no below

4- If yes, no below

"If ITS or IS IN PART: Did you 5-If yes
discuss the bulletin with anyone?"

10 "Have you thought about ordering any 0 - If no + .036
other civil defense booklets from 1 - If yes, no below
the goverraent?"

'If YES: Have you ordered any yet?" 2 --If yes

* With an N 101, a correlation of .193 is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

C e A matrix of inneroorrelation. between all pairs of the demographic and exposure
variables wIl be foud in the appendix of the swmary report (Part A). The
variable numbor refers to eaoh variable's location in .this matrix.

* tI
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TABLE 19 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type C: Array of Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Doliefs In Order From Most Accepted

to Most Rejected (oludes consensus beliefs)

-acore Statement

2.943 46. My fate is in the hands of God. There is no use buildi fallout
shelters or anything like that, since what God wille will be done.

2.787 57. We ought to do all we can to prevent war .- and at the same time
keep ourselves prepared in case it comes.

2.565 53. I think that if all of us prayed for peace there would be nothing
to worry about.

1.907 6, We must try harder to prevent war sad not give so moc attention
to fallout shelters.

1.499 52. A perso'dies when his time is up. There's nothing &qoe can do
about it.

1.111 33. Amy shelter that would provide adeqw I protection for a family
would cost more than $300.

).946 19. I don't tijnk I'll build a shelter because there wouldn't be time
to get to it.

0.873 32. I think everyone should find out a much as he can about fallout
shelters and other civil defense matters so that he can be prepared
in case of attack.

0.762 54. If a nuclear attack comes, our area here will probably get a heavy
dose of fallout radioactive materials.

0.653 5. While blast and heat demage from a nuclear explosion is limited
to several miles wound the point where it exlodes, fallout from
it vay cover thousands of square miles.

0,639 15. It seems to me that, if the goverment wants us to have fallout
shelters, it ought to start a proram for building shelters.

0.615 4. On this fallout shelter business, Ill do whatever th er ment
thinks is best to do.

0.602 21. In the eyes of God, things like fallout shelters are immoral.
0.552 7. I don't want to have the only shelter around here. I just couldn'j.

face keeping m r neighbors ot of my shelter in case of attack.
0.538 2. I wouldn't mind so mch building i-family shelter or helping to

build a comnity shelter, if the thing iw'\a signed to serve
peacetime purposes as well.

0.385 14. It is the federal govermet's responsibility to protect all oti-
seas by supplying them, rich and poor, with shelters.

0,134 6. It would be better for communities to build large pubiLo shelters
rather than to have each family build ozn of its owm.

0.053 13. Everyone in thi: country should have a fallout shelter he can et
into if and when we are attacked.

0.014 16. Fallout shelters just wontt do the job. Al shelters do Is ake
people think they are safe when they really aren't,-

-0.041 18. It sems to me that the Russians re m likely to use erm varm0 fare then they are to attack us with nuclear weaspm,
-0.150 1.. The goverment should lend monsy to ommnities so tomnity she1o

tars can be built.
-0.188 50. There is no real protection against radioactive fallout -. not

even a coorete shelter. The stuff is like a ges that canget at
you wherever you %re.

-0.607 3. I am convinoed that my fmi y ad I sbould have a fallout s&Wt..a
either one of our own or a r ammity sjolter v coU p to,

-0.633 38. I wish the people in govarment would stop tdag so mob about
fallout shelters sad do something about thin,
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TABLE 19 Continued

z-score Statement

-0.650 49. 1 wouldn't use a fallout shelter in case of attack. So many of
my friends would be dead that it wouldn't be worth living anyway.

-0.680 12. 1 see building a shelter as something like buying insuranoe.
Better to spend a little now even if we never use it, so we'll

* have it Just in case.
-0.691 40. Whatts -use of-trying to save my life in A fallout shelter.

Our country will be in such a mess after the attack, it just won't
be worth living.

-0.742 25. If we are attacked, great storms developed by the nuclear explo-
sions will sweep across our country.

-0.776 47. I suppose they need fallout shelters in some parts of the U.S.,'
but we don't really need them around here.

-0.777 36. I think a community shelter would be a good idea, but you can't
get people around here interested in building a thing like that.

-0.803 51. I don't think there is really anything an ordinary citizen like
me can do to protect himself in case of a nuclear war.

-0.806 9. After a nuclear attack, if you filter the dust out of the air,
the air will be perfectly safe to breathe.

-0.835 17. I don't see what all this fallout shelter fuss is about. I thiik
it's just a lot of nonsense.

-0.871 35. I worry a lot about whether to build a fallout shelter or not.
-0.933 56. Radiation sickness is not contagious. There is no harm in getting

close to somebody who 1s it.
-0.974 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make the earth, or some

areas of it, impossible to live in for years or even centuries.
-1.050 30. I think if everybody in the U.S. had a fallout shelter, the Rus-

sians would be less likely to start a war against us.
-1.120 39. If I had the money, I'd get a fallout shelter built for my family

right away.
-1.191 28. A plastic suit with a filtering mask is good protection against

most fallout.
-1.339 55. Even though radiation is invisible, it is simple to detect fallout,
-1.828 26. If you get exposed to radiation at ll, you re likely to die.

- -

Ue

I I

I I
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TA.BLE 20 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type C: Theme Analysis of Probed Comments
About Most Accepted and Most Rejected Fallout Shelter and Radiation Statements

(Based on 17 respondents assigned to type)
S

Frequency Theme

4 God, not fpllout shelters, will determine whether we live or die.
1 I am just plain fatalistic (not religious).
7 I believe what the Bible says is right.
3 We should pray to build ourselves up to what is to come.
2 I believe in the Good Book.
1 The Bible teaches us that there will always be someone left after a disaster no

matter how bad it is, so without shelters there still will be someone left.
1 I don't believe God would use man to destroy his world.
1 I believe in the old time way of Walking bith God.
3 More praying will do the job of preventing war.
1 I don't believe God determines whether we live or die. I might die against His

will.2 I don't think God is against shelters on any religious grounds.

2 Prevention of w-r is more importrnt than protection.
1 Shelters alone will not prevent war.
2 Whether or not we have shelters is irrelevant to Russian war plans.
1 Shelters aren't the answer. It is better to turn our effort toward the UN.
4 Someone is making a hunk of money for himself in all this shelter uproar.
1 The Goveriumont should reassure us by telling us shelters aren't necessary.
1 We need more definite, authoritative information.
1 With less talk about shelters, our morale would be improved.
1 We shouldn't talk abolit war.
1 T have so many problems of my own, I have no time to think about war and shelters.
1 Not everybody died at Hiroshima,.and they had no shelters.
1 I don't thitn: we have adequate shelters, and the government must not think so

either because no FHA loans have been approved for shelters.
I I think it was a bad thing £or the governor tq display a shelter in his homo.
2 I think shlters are far too expensive.
1 There is nothing you can do in the afterma:h of an attack.
1 Shelters are an individual thing -- I don't want to be forced to have one.

Community sholters are better than private nes because:
1 They give all a chance. a
1 Not all can afford to nave a private shelter.
1 They ahould be available to all.
I FederaliZation would prevent profiteering.
1 Private shelters would not be handy.
1 If built, they should be for all.
1 Private shelters are better because a public one would be an admission of de-

feat by the government.
1 Shelters have two purposes -- tornado and fallout. Tornado shelters should be

converted to take care of the second purpose.
1 CD is military defense now.
3 A person might not be near a shelter at attack time.
1 If the family, or a part of it, were away, what good would a family shelter be?
1 A lot of people would be killed trying to get into a shelter.
1 Heather may prevent fallout occurring in qy area.
1 We will get fallout.
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TABLE 20 Continued

Frequency Theme

I The average person wouldn't know how to tell radioactive fallout.
1 People won't be interested unless shelters are free.
1 Shelters might give some protection but I won't build one.
2 Plastic is no good for shelters.
1 Lead is no good for shelters.
1 Germ war is more likely.
1 Removal of dust is not the solution.
1 To be worth it, shelters should have additional uses.
1 Dust can't be filtered adequately.
1 After an attack the outside would be contaminated for a very long time af+ar-

wards.
1 I think there just must be a way of living and surviving even if we are exposed.
1 Radiation can spread a very long way.

a
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TABLE 21 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type C: Fallout Shelter and Madiatioa
Beliefs Which Differentiate Type C From Types A, B, and DO

a-scores Statement

C A B D .More Than A, B, and D, C Accepts:

2.943 -1.246 -2.109 -1.582 o*45. My fate is in the hands of God. There is no
use building fallout shelters or anything like
that, since what God wills will be done.

2.565 -1.099 -2.683 -1.023 4453. I think that if all of us prayed for peace
there would be nothing to worry about.

1.499 -1.530 -2.113 0.222 *4.52. A person dies when hio time is up. T ele's
Inothing anyone can do about it.

1.133 1.048 0.161 0.790 31. I'm interested in f izling out more about fall-
out shelters to see& ther we really should
build one or not.

1.111 0.794 -0.062 -P.299 33, Any shelter that would provide adequate pro-
tection for a fasily would cost awe than-400.

0.946 -0.606 0.711 -0.315 19. I don't think I' l build a shelter because
4 there wouldn't be time to get to it.
C,602 -2 .577 -2.168 -2.575 s0.21. In the eyes of God, things like fallout shale-

ters are inworal.
09039 -0.398 0.002 -0.233 22. 1 won't build a shelter because I don't have

any place to put one.
-0.454 -0.65 -0.835 -1.329 34. I guess that I would build a family shlter,

excqpt that moet of our friends would thik
we were crazy if we did.

-0.e57 -0.855 -1.207 -0.8S2 46. I don't lik, to talk about war and would rather
not read anything about fallout shelters or
things like that.

More Than A, B, sad D, C Rejectes

-1.191 -0.117 -0.020 -0.356 .4.28. A plastic suit with a filtering mask is pod
protection against most fallout.

-1.330 0.79A 0.054 -0.455 ee5. Even though radiation isinvisible, it is siai.
pie to detect fallout.

-0.933 0.410 0.098 0.078 *56. Radiation sickness is not contagious. There
is no harm in getting ae to somboft whe
has it.

-0,823 -0.815 -0.454 -0.?7 44. 1 don't need a fallout shelter. It there is
an attack, Ilm going to head for the hills or
the woods or somewhere away from things,

-0.777 0.198 -0.093 0.918 036. I think a comminty shelter would be a sod
ida, but you can't get people around here is-
terested in building a thing Lile *at.

-0.680 1.873 -0.543 0.934 12. I see building a shelter as something like
buying insurance, Better to qend a little now

• even if we never use it, so well, have it Aj
in case.

-0.638 0.45t 0.509 0.928 **ON. r'o-the people in pvwmnt would stop
talking so such about fallout dielters tpd
something about thea.

-0.629 -0.476 0.433 -0.059 48. On this business of fallout dheters, I think
I'll wait and see ut other people ared hte
do buoore I decide whther te build em or set.
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TABLE 21 Continued

s-scores Statement
C A B D

-0.518 -0.505 -0.104 0.292 , 20. I think I'd go crazy if there was a terrible
ruclear attack and I had to stay in a shelter
for two or three weeks.

-0.193 0.669 0.449 0.006 10. There are ways of reducing the harmful effects
of falT t.-0.150 0.620 0.142 2.061 1. The government should lend money to ¢oaunitie
sz comunity shelters can be built.

-0.055 0.125 0.160 0.T 23. Every shelter, in order to protect you from
fallout radiation, should have an air tight
door.

0.134 0.368 1.063 2.104 8. It would be better for communities to build
large public shelter# rather than to have each
family build oze of its own.

U InclUdes items which one type gave a-scores which were higher or lowr than each
of the other types. The are discriminating items are marked with asterisks:

*0 One type placed it at least 0.5 standard deviation higher or lower than
each of the other types.

*0e One tp placed it at least 1.0 standard deviation hioher or lover than
each of the other types.

|S



A r )1?!,ac ur1J c.;:. , ,iiefs irofe Most Accepted
to " ejected (txc-.as consansus beliefs)

1.867 15. We hould have the strongest military defense possible and then
Prozident Kennedy should take a very firm stand whenever they
try to push us.

1.771 36. i think the civil dofonse people are doing the best job possible
to help us prepare, in case we are ever attacked.

1.650 33. We are strong enough today so that no sensible nation would
launch an attack against us, knowing that our retaliAion would be
swift and terrible.

0.786 30. The chances of a thermonuclear attack on' the United States are
very small, but the consequences of such an attack would be so
disastrous that the only smart thing to do is to prepare against
it, now.

0.733 17. Frankly, I just don't worry about war or the possibility of a
nuclear at'.ack.

0.7.6 29. If Russia roally threatens us, I think we should attack first to
take advantage of the surprise.

0.305 31. I juot don't believe there will ever be a third world war.
0.332 34. The thing I'm afraid of is that somebody will push the wrong

button at the wrqng time.
0.331 11. Our leaders should keep talking at the peace and disarmament

conferences and in the United Nations. As long as you're talk-
irg, you're not shooting.

0.059 19. After a nuclear attack on the United States, life here would be
a savage man-to-man struggle for survival.

-0.112 26. We should build the best defenses possible around the borders of
our country and stay out of international politics.

-0.242 10. There is no defense against an atomic war. It is foolish to
fool ournelves into thinking there is.

-0.497 9. We have not been told the full story on the devastating effects
of nuclear war.

-0.625 18. Nuclear war would roan the wiping .out of mankind.
-0.804 14. Every day we seem to be getting closer and *osor to war with

Russia.
-0.903 16. I am elmost positive that Russia or some other cc n.try will

attack the United States with missiles and nuclear bombs within
the next 10 years. a

-0.978 27. I think Russia and Rod China are going to start fighting each
other so there is no use our worrying about an attack from
Russia.

-1.449 7. The best way to settle this whole thing would be Jir us to make
a surprise nuclear attack on the Russians and get'rid of their
striking power.



3LE 23 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type C: Array of
Civil Defense information Sources From Most Trusted to
Most Distrusted (excludes consensus sources)

z score: Statement

2.544 9. President of the United States, John F. Kennedy.
2.119 21. Former President, Dwight D. Eisenhower.
1.646 28. Federal Director of Civil Defense.
1.407 33. U. S. Secretary of S Rte, Dean Rusk.
1.370 17. Former Vice-Presiden., Richard M. Nixon.
1.354 8. U. S. Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara.
0.849 30. Local Director of Civil Defense.
0.703 7. Senator Barry GcLdwater.
0.675 29. Local religious leader of my faith.
0.619 6. Head of the United States Information Agency, Edward R. Murrow
0.394 37. A pamphlet prepared by the Civil Defense people in the Depart-

ment of Defense.
0.348 16. A famous nuclear scientist.
0.315 14. Head of the Committee for World Federation.
0.098 46. Head of the Central Intelligence Agqncy.
0.006 34. U Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations from Burmaf

-0.322 12. Head of the American Medical Assooiation.
-0.336 31. Head of the National Committee for Peace and Disarmament. ?
-0.441 43. The mayor of this city.
-0.791 1. The Governor of this state.
-0.897 27. National Commander of the American Legion.
-0.906 20. Head of SANE, national committee to abolish nuclear bomb

testing.
-1.483 3. President of Ford Motor Company.
-1.520 39. The principal of the nearby school.

S
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Ti 4 24 -- fallout Shelter -no tadiation Type Ct
,rray of Civil Defense Topics From Most Want to Learn
More About to Least Want to Leazn .More ;,bout (excludes
consensuz topics)

z-score Statement

2.273 1. Food Exposed to Radiation Can Be Salvaged
1.958 35. How Can The World Disarm?
1.894 30. In A Shelter or Out of It--What Are the Chances of

Survival in a Nuclear Attack.
1.654 10. How to Contact Your Loved Ones After Nuclear Disaster.
1.171 40. You and Your Neighboo--How You Can Both Survive
0.996 5. For Those Wno Survive--What It Will Be Like After The

Blast--The Next Week, The Next Year
0.893 26. Our High Cost of Living and the tow Cost of Surv.ving
0.880 41. Building a Shelter? Uncle Sam Will Help Foot The Bill
0.86Z 3. There Are Ways to Know About Fallout
90.593 13. W.aN'NG' NUCLE:,R ATTACK - How Much Time Will You Have?
0.592 27. A New Playroom, More Storage Space, and Fallout Protection

Too
q.531 7. Why Our Government Wants Us to Build Shelters
0.407 14. Floods, Fires and Tornadoes Are Jobs For Civil Defense

Too
0.375 55. Typhoid-As Deadly A Killer As Fallout in Shelter-Living
0.353 32. Shelter-Living and Keeping in Good Spirits
0.292 31. You May Be Your ,Only Doctor in a Nuclear Attack
0.285 20. One If By Land, Two If By Sea - America's Nuclear Readi-

ness System
0.246 23. Group Shelter or Family Shelter?
.0.167 46. Tax Credits for Protecting Yourself and Your Family
0.126 6. Don't Guess--Ask Your Civil Defensel
0.125 8. Occupation--Peace-Marcher: How and Why
0,106 12. The Blast of Nuclear War: Protection Against a Near-Solid

Wall of Air Pressure
0.091 15. The Most We Can Hope For and the Worst We Can Expect in a

Nuclear War
0.025 24. A Shoiter Blueprint That May Mean Yo'r Survival

-0.036 39. Sholter-Building Supplies Are As Near As Your Phone
-0.197 47. Fallout and How To Got Rid of It
-0.295 37. Evacuation Techniques in a Nuclear Attack
-0.P97 19. So You Think Radiation's Contagious
-0.390 57. A Doctor's Report on Radiation
-0.421 2. You ARE Your Comunity-Know Where to Go In Case of

Nuclear Attack
-0.423 9. 3-2-l--NUCLER ATTACKI What Do You Do Now?
-0.438 28. Shelter-Building 1anricans and How They Did It
-0.461 4. No More Children for Nuclear-Age Man
-0.585 16. And After the A-Blast, There's FIRE
-0.953 43. Firearms and Fallout Shelters
-1.056 36. World War III Could Be Lni Accident "

-1.119 21. My Town and Yours--Pinpoints on Moscow's Attack Map
-1.139 50. City Size, Bomb Size, and Your Chances for Survival
-1.689 56. Is Your Child's School Prepared For Nuclear Attack?
-1.884 17. Will Russian Soldiers Walk Our Main Streets?
-2.241 49. Psychological and Sociological Problems of Shelter-Living
-2.950 58. Whj" You Shouldn't Build A Fallout Shelter
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TABLE 25 -- Fallout Sholtor and Radiation Type C:
Correlations Between the Degree to Which a Subject is of the Type C
(estimated factor loadings) and Various Demographic and General Civil
Defense Information Exposure Variables**

Var. Corre-
No. Variable Code lation*

11 Sex of subject 0 - female - .124

1 - male

12 Age of ibject Actual age + .112

13 Number of children who still live at Actual number of + .021
home children 7

14 Last grAde which was completed in Actual last grade - .049
school completed

15 "Do you have a preference for a 0 - No, Won't say t .241
particular religious fait.?" 1 - Yes

16 Number of times subject has attended Actual number of + .296
church in last four weeks timas

17 :umber of years subject has lived at Actual number of .013
present address years

18 Number of years subject has lived in, Actual number of - .022
present city years

19 Number of years subject has lived in Actu4l number of - .012
pr-aent state r "

20 Number of hours of television viewing kctual number of + .087
in past week hours

21 Number of hours of radio listened to Actual number of - .053
in past week hours

22 "Did you look into or read a newspaper 0 - No yeses ft.064
yesterday ....the day before yesterday?" 1 - 1 yes

2 - 2 yeses

23 Number of books read in the past Actual number of - .080
month books read

24 Number of meetings of organiations Actual number of + .021
attended in the past month meetings

25 Subject's estimate of total family income Actual income estiate .118
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TABLE 25 Continued
4

Var. Corre-

N Variable - . *

1 Perceived Change Index: Guttmann 0-5 - Number of yeses
scale of following questions..... to five scal questions - .069

"Do you feel the world situation
has changed in the past few months?"

"Has anything happened since your
interview last December that has
given you any new ideas about civil
defense?"

"In the past few months, have your
feelings about fallout shelters 0 - No, DX
changed in any way?" 1 - Yes

"As best you can remember, did you
sort these cards (FALLOUT SHELTER
AND RADIATION) any differently than
you did 146t December?"

"As best you can remember, did you
sort these cards (PEACE AND DEFENSE)
any differently than you did last
December?"

2 "As best you can remember, did you sort 0 - No, DK +
these cards (PEACE AND DEFENSE) any 1 - Tes
differently than you did last
Deoember i"

3 "As best you can remember, did you sort 0 - No, DK .09
these cards (FALLOUT SHELTER AN. PADIA- 1 - Yes a

TION) any differently than you did last
December?"

4 "Since the last interview, have you 0 - No, DK + .04O
noticed anything in the newspapers about . - Yes
civil defense or fallout shelters?"

5 "Have yeu noticed anything on television 0 - No, DK + .170
about civil defense or fallout shelters?" 1 - Yes

6 "In the past few months, have you 0 - No, D .064
noticed anything in magasines about 1 - Yes
civil def%..se or fallout shelters?"

"In the past few onth, have you 0 - o, DK + .04
talked wirth anyao about civil defense?" 1 - yes
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TAMLE 25 Contin,,,d

Var. Corre-
No. Variable Code lation

8 "Have you gotten any other information 0 - No, DK - o81
about civil defense or fallout shelters?" 1 - Yes

1
°

9 "Have you gotten a copy of tha govern- 0 - If no - .205
ment s bulletin on 'Fallout Protec- 1 - If yes, all no
tion.'" (yes, DK, no) below

"If YES: Did you read it?" 3 - If yes in part,
(yes, yes in part, no) no below

- If yes, no below

"If YES or YES IN PART: Did you 5 - If yes
discuss the bulletin with anyone?"

10 "Have you thought about ordering any 0 - If no - .035
other civil defense booklets from 1 - If yes, no below
the government?"

"If YES: Have you ordered any yet?" 2 - L yes

* With an N = 104, a correlation of .193 is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

A matrix of innercorrelationa between all pairs of the demographic and exposure
variables will be found in the appendix of the sumary report (Part A). The
variable number refers to each variable's location in this matrix.

0 %0

lS



TABLE 26 -- FaL.out Shelter and Radiation Type D: Array of Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Beliefs Ir Order From Host Accepted

to Most Rejected (exc. ides consensus beliefs)

&-score Statement

2.276 4. On this fallout shelter business, I'll do whatever the government

thinks is best to do.
2.104 8. It would be better for communities to build large public shelters

rather than to have each family build one of its own.
2.061 1. The government should lend money to communities so community shel-

ters can be built.
1.783 15. It seems to me that, if the government wants us to have fallout

shelters, it ought to start a program for building shelters.
1.638 3. I am convinced that my family and I should have a fallout shnlter--

either one of our own or a community shelter we could go to
1.427 14. It is the federal government's responsibility to rotect all citi-

zens by supplying then, rich and poor, with shelters.
1.348 2. I wouldn't mind so much building a family shelter or helping to

build a community shalter, if the thing was designed to serve
peacetime purposes as well.

0.934 12. I see building a shelter as something like buying insurance.
Better to spend a little now even if wo never use it, so well1

have it just in case,

0.928 38. I wish the people in g9vernment would stop talking so much about
fallout hcl.tr! and do Something about them.

0.918 36. I think a community sFIlter would be a good idea, but you can't
get people around here interested in building a thing like that.

0.746 6, We must try harder to prevent war and not give so much attention
to shelters.

0.716 13. Everyone in this country should have a fallout shelter he can get
into if and wh n we dre attack-d.

0,587 32. I think everyone should find out as much as he can about fallout
shelters and other civil defense matters so that he can be pre-
pared in ceae of attack.

0.470 57. We ought to I-? a w. can to prevent war -- 'and at the same time
keep ourselves prepared in case it comes.

0.264 54. If a nuclear tttack comes, our area here will probably get a heavy
doso of fallout radioactive materials.

0.231 7. I don't want to have the only shelter around here. rjust couldn't
face keeping my neighbors out of my shelter in case of attack.

0.222 52. A person dies when his time is up. There's nothing anyone can
do about it.

0.075 66. RadiationM sickness is not contagious. There is no harm in getting
close to somebey who Fe it.

-0.010 5. While blast and heat damage from a nuclear explosion is limited
to several miles around the point where, it explodes, fallout from
it ay cover thousands of square miles.

-0.125 50. There is no real protection against r-adioactive fallout -- not

even a concrete shelter. The stuff is like a gas that can get
at you wherever you are.

-0.IN 47. I suppose they need fallout shelters in som parts of the U.S.,
but we don't really need them around here.

-0043 40. What's the use of trying to save n life in a fallout shelter.
Our countT will be in such a moss after the attack, it just won't
be worth lving.
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TABLE 21 Continued

z-sco re Statement

-0.299 33. Any shelter that would provide adequate protection for a family
would cost more than $300.

-0.315 19. I don't think I'll build a shelter because there wouldn't be tie
to get to it.

-0.356 28. A plasti3 suit with a filtering mask is good protection against
most fallout.

-0.451 30. I think if everybody in the U.S. had a fallout shelter, the Rus-
sians would be less likely to start a war against us.

-0.455 55. Even though radiation is invisible, it is simple to detect fallout.
-C,459 49. I wouldn"t use a fallout shelter in case of attack. So many of

my friends would be dead that it wouldn't be worth living anyway,
-0.544 16. Fallout shelters just won't do the job. All shelters do is make

people think they are safe when they reqlly aren't.
-0.553 17. I don't see what all this fallout shelter fuss is about. I thisk

it's just a lot of nonsense.
-0.848 51. I don't think there is really anything an ordinary citizen like

me can Co to protect himself in case of a nuclear war.
-0.863 39. If I had the money, I'd get a fallout shelter built for my family

* right away,
-0.866 25. If we are attacked, great storms developed by the nuclear explo-

sions will sweep across our country.
-0.960 3. It seems to me that the Russians are more likely to use germ war-

fare than they are to attack us with nuclear weapons.
-1.023 53. I think that if all oflus prayed for peace there would be nothing

to worry about.
-1,154 9, After a nuclear attack, if you filter the dust out of the air, 4'.Ne

air will be perfectly safe to breathe.
-1.201 26. If you get exposed to radiation at all, you are likely to die.
-1.328 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make the earth, or son*

areas of it, impossible to live in for years or even centuries.
-1.507 35. I worry a lot about whether to build a fallout shelter or not.
-1.582 45. )y fate is in the hands of God. There is no use building fallout

shelters or rthing like that, aipce what God wills will be done.
md5 In th eyes e . God, thus Wo fallout aWeter are imral,

1a
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TABLE 27 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type D: Theme Analysis of Probed Comments
About Host iccepted and Host Rejc ted Fallout Shelter and Radiation Statements

(Based on 18 respondents assigned to type)

Frequency Theme

6 If the government knows anything, it should tell the people.
2 1 have confidence in my government and am sure that when the time comes, it

will let us know to build shelters.
1 If it is necessary, the government should start building them.
3 National defense is~the government's responsibility, so it is its duty to build

she ters.
1 Our leaders don't set an example by building their own shelters, so why should

I?
3 I need more information; though I am interested enough to want more information,

I haven't got it.
1 I think the government should look at European CD plans to improve our plnning.
1 We need a concrete recommendation from (non-government) authorities.
1 Shelters are necessary.
1 If w- need smelters anywhere, wye need them here.
1 lie don't need shelters here.
1 Shel+trs will be needed all over the United Sttes, almost without exception.
1 If bombed, shelters wor't be worth a damn, but....
1 There would be no safety from falbout by going to the hills.
2 Fallout is not a permanent danger. Look at the Japanese cities.
1 In the event of attack, ockets of people would survive.
1 There is not much we can do in the event cf an attack.
1 I an a former air raid warden and favor the idea.
1 Worrying about things never helped anyone.
1 In the past we didn't need this .sort of thing, so why now?
2 We won't ever need such things.
1 lic must be ready for war.
4 lre should try to prevent war but also try to be prepared for it.
2 Shelters are not a preventive-7 war. It is irrelevan to the Russians whether

ve have them.
1 They would be a sign we are scared.
1 Shelters are like insurance -- you figure the odds and decide whether to buy.
1 An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. a
1 Prayers are not enough.
1 God gave us the brains to try to protect ourselves.
1 )4n's history is one of protectirin aRainst threatening elements. I see thing

wrong with shelters.
2 ,od wanrts us to try to live as long as we can.
1 It is man's nature to try to liv-, as long as he can.
1 When it is time to go, it is tim. to go and nothing can be done to prevent it.
1 Wher God decides it is time fr,.- my life to end, it'will end. My fate is in the

hands of God and nothing else.
3 If sheiers tre necessary, they should be commanity ones.
2 Shelters should be comuunity shelters.
1 The goverrment should lei.d the mtuney for comunity shelters.
I Because the fmily would b1 scattered, most likely, faaily shelters are not as

good No cozotmwity onos.
2= Metropolitan areas are no place for family shelters.



TABLE 27 Continued

FrEe n u Theme

1 In cities, there are too nany poor people who can't affofd family shelters.
2 Ulith large numbers in a shelter, the chpnces of people cracking up under the

strain of waiting are less than with small shelters.
2 More people would be protected by community than private shelters.
1 Schools should have community shlters in them.
4 Cost per capita of community she ters is lower than for family ones.
I Upon leaving,the shelter, people would have a better chance in s group than if

they left from fanily she1'e:rs.
2 Private shelters are too oxpensive.
2 Either privwte or public shelters are too expansive.
1 bommunity shelter3 should go into already existing public buildings.
4 Community shelters could be put under freeway exit ramps.
1 There is no place to put even a community shelter.
1 On humanitarian grounds, it would be hard to keep neighbors out of my shelter.
1 Hy family would come first before my neighbors.
1 I don't worry about my neighbors' opinions.
1 I would get claustrophobia in a shelter.
I Fallout is hard to filter.
2 Fallout is hard to detect. You need special equipment.
1 A germ attauk is more likely than a nuclear one.

!S

sea
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TABLE 28 - Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type D: Fallout Shelter and Radiation
Beliefs Which Differentiate Type D From Typen A, B, and C*

z-scores Statement

D A B C ' More Than A, B, and C, D Accepts:

2.276 0.851 -0.103 0.615 *** 4. On this fallout shelter business, I'll do
vhatever the government thinks is best to do.

2.104 0.368 1.083 0.134 -* 8. It #ouid be better for communities to build
iarge public shelters rather than to have each
iamily build one of its owa.

2.061 0.620 0.142 -0.1.50 * 1* 1. The governnent should lend money to communities
so comwminity shelters can be built.

1.783 0.452 0.825 0.639 *-15. It seems to me that, if the government wants
us to have fallout shelters, it ought to start
a program for building shelters.

1.638 1.314 -0.645 -0.607 3. I am convinced that my family and I should have
a fallout shelter -- either ona of our owvi or
a community shelter we could go to.

1.495 0.519 1.298 0.702 42. There seems to be an awful lot of confusion
about the need for fallout shelters. The
leaders in government don't seem to be able to
make up their own minds on whether we ought
to build them or not.

1.427 -0.638 -0.079 0.385 *1*14. It is the federal government's responsibility
to orotcct all citizens by supplying them,
rich and poor, with shelters.

1.348 0.955 -0.073 0.538 2. I wouldn't mind so much building a family shel-
ter or helping to build a community shelter,
if the thing was designed to serve peacetime
purposes as well,

0.328 0.451 0.539 -0.633 38. I wish the people in government would stop
talking so much about fallout shelters and do
something about them.

0.918 0.193 -0.093 -0.777 0*36. I think a community shelter would be a good
idea, but you can't get eeople around here in-
terested in building a thing like that,,

0'475 0.280 -0.158 0.282 11. W.st fallout rapidly loser its power to harm.
0.444 0.125 0,160 -0.055 23. Every shelter, in order to protect you from

fallout radiation, should have an air tight
door.

0.292 -0.505 -0.104 -0.518 20. I think I'd go crazy if there was a terrible
nuclear attack and I had to staZr in a shelter
for two or three weeks.

-0.059 -0.4r6 -0.433 -0.629 48. On this business of fallout shelters, I think
I'll wait and see what other people around here
do before I decide whether to build one or not.

-0.126 -1.5:0 -0.574 -0.776 47. I suppose they iieed fallout shelters in some
parts of the U.S., but we don't Peally need
them around here.

-0.578 -1.117 -1.049 -0,702 41. I have so mary problem of my owi, I can't
spend my time worrying about the Russians and
fallout shelters.



TABLE 28 Continued

z-scores Statement

D A B C Hore Than A, B, and C, D Rejects:

-2.575 -1.577 -2.168 0.602 21. In the eyes of God, things like fallout shel-
ters are immo,-al.

-1.507 -0.071 -1.078 -0.871 35. I worry a lot about whether to build a fallout
shelter or not.

-1.329 -0.650 -0.835 -0.454. 34. I guess that I would build a family shelter,
except that most of our friends would think
we were crazy if we did,

-1.32e 0.139 1.190 -0.97 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make
the earth, or some areas of it, impossible
to live in for years or even ontuzies.

-1.154 0.584 -0.587 -0.806 9. After a nuclear attack, if you filter the dust
'. cut of the air, the air will be perfectly safe

to braathe.
-0.960 0.040 0.756 -0.041 *018. It seems to me thet the Russians are more like-

ly to uss germ warfare than they are to attack
us with nuclear weapons.

-0.866 0.175 0.160 -0.742 25. If we are attacked, great stoma developed by
the nuclear explosions will sweep across our
country.

-0.587 -0.584 -0.489 -0.503 43. If I had a shelter in vW basememt, it would
just hake me worry all the more about the
danger of war.

-0.299 0.794 -0.062 1.111 33. Any shelter that would provide adequate pro-
tection for a family would cost more than $300.

-0.010 1.301 1.450 0.653 * 5. iJile blast and heat damage from a nuclear ex-
plosion is limited to several miles around the
point where it explodes, fallout from it my
cover thousands of square miles.

0.056 0.515 1.011 0,435 27. People, food, water and other things become
radioactive if they are exposed to fallout
radiation and should be a~oided by those who
have not been exposed.

0.264 1.611 0.759 0.762 54. If a nuclear attack CoMos, our area here wini
probably get a heavy dose of fallout radio-
active mate" ials,

0.470 2.914 1.331 2.787 4*57. We ought to do all we can to prevent war --
and at - .e same time keep ourselves prepared
in case it comes.

* Includes items which one type gave 2-scores which were higher or lower than each
of the other types. The more discriminating items are marked with asterisks:

* One type placed it at least 0.5 standard deviation hligher or lower than
each of the other types.
One type placed it at least 1.0 standard deviation highor or lover than
each of the other types.
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TABLE 29 - Fallout SheltGr and Radiation Type Ds
Array of Peace and Defense Beliefs From Mst Accepted to
Most Rejected (excludes consonsus beliefs)

__- Statement

1.829 15. We should have the strongest military defense possible and then
President Kennedy should take a very firm stand w1enevr they
try to push us.

1.695 34. The thing I'm afraid of is that somebody will push the wrong
outton at the wrong time.

1.217 30. Th chances of a thermonuclear attack on the United States are
very small, but the consequences of such an attack would be so
disastrous that the only s~rt thing to do is to prepare against
it, now.

1.129 33. We are strong enough today so that no sensible nation would
launch an attack against us, knowing that our retali ition would
be swift and terrible.

0.866 9. We have not been told the full story on the devastating effects
of nuclear war.

0.684 27. I think Russia and Red China are going to start fighting each
other so there is no use our worrying about an attack from Russia.

0.031 16. I am almost positive that Russia or some other country will
attack the United States with missiles and nuclear bombs within
the next 10 years.

0.009 11.. Our leaders should k6ep talking at the peace and disarmament
oonferences and in the United Nations. As long as you're talking,
you're not shooting. 1

-0.120 26. We should build the best defenses possible around the borders of
our country and stay out of international politics.

* -0.1 1/. Every day we seem to be getting closer and closer to war with
Russia.

-0.207 19. After a nuclear attack on the United States, life here would be
a savage man-to-man struggle for survival.

-0.247 7. The best way to settle this whole thing would be for us to make
a surprise nuclear attack on the Russians and get rid of their
striking power.

-0.249 29. If Russia really threatens us, I think we sh6:ld attack first to
take advantage of the surprise.

-0.323 31. I just don't believe there will ever be a third world war.
-0.590 36. I think the civil defense people are doing the best job possible

to help us prepare, in case we axe ever attacked.
-0.614 17. Frankly, I just don't worry about war or the possibility of a

nuclear attack.
-0.849 10. There is no defense against an atomic war. It is foolish to

fool ourselves into thinking there is.
-1.087_ 18. Nuclear war would man the wiping out of mnkind.

.4'1tI



TABLE 30 - Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type D: Array of
Civil Defense inform,aticn Sources From Most Trusted to
Most Distrusted (excludes consensus sources)

a-score.

,.030 28. Federal Director of Civil Defense.
r.016 16. A famous nuclear scientist.
1.893 37. A pamphlet prepared by the Civil Defense people in the Depart-

ment of Defense.
1.705 12. Head of the American Medical Association.
1.337 9. President of the United States, John F. Kennedy.
11088 30. Local Diector of Civil Defense.
0.663 46. Head of the Cenral Intelligence Agency.
0.625 33. U. S. Secretary of State, Dean Rusk.
0.346 43. The mayor of this city.
0.'05 8. U. S. Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara.
0.167 29. Local religious leader of my faith.
0.061 21. Former President, Dwight D. Eisenhower:
0.0'5 31. Head of the National Committee for Peace and Disarmament.

-0.073 39. The principal of the nearby school.
-0.077 1. Th Governor of this state.
-0.155 20. Head of SANE, national committee to abolish nuclear bomb

testing.
.0.231 6. Head of the United States Information Agenc, Edward R. Nirrow.
-0.377 17. Former Vice-President, Richard M. Nimn.
-0.527 27. National Commander of the American Legion.
-0.558 14. Head of the Committee for World Federation.
-0.598 7. Senator Barry Goldwater.
-0,633 34. U.Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations from Burma.
-1.761 3. President of Ford Motor Company.

\I
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TABLE 31 - Fallout Shelter and Radiation Type Di
Array of Civil Defense Topics From Most Want to Learn
More ;,bout to Least Want to Learn More About (excludes
concensus topics)

1Statement

2.184 5. For Those Who Survive--What It Will Be Like After the Blast-
The Next Week, The Next Year

1.777 13. WARNING: NUCLEAR ATTACK - How Much Time Will You Have.
1.365 37. Evacuation Techniques in a Nuclear Attack
1.303 31. You Nay Be Your Only Doctor in a Nuclear Attack
1.231 2. You ARE Your Community--Know Where to Go In Case of Nuclear

Attack
1.129 41. Building a Shelter? Uncle Sam Will Veip Foot The Bill
1.103 15. The Most We Can Hope For and the Worst We Can Expect in a

Nuclear War
1!0067 9. 3-2-1--NUCLEAR ATTACK. What Do You Do Now?
1,054 6. Don't Guess--Ask Your Civil Defensel
090 10. How to Contact Your Loved Ones After Nuclear Disaster
0.939 30. In A Shelter or Out of It-What Are the Chances~of Survival '

In A Nuclear Attack
0.914 7. Why Our Government Wants Us to Build Shelters
0.896 40. You and Your Neighbor--How You Can Both Survive
0.798 32. Shelter-Living and Keeping in Good Spirits
0.595 14. Floods, Fires and Tornadoes Are Jobs For Civil Defense Too
0.468 20. One If By Land, Two f By Sea - America's Nuclear Readiness

System
0.468 23. Group Shelter or Fa mily Shelter?
0.455 47. Fallout and How To Get Rid of It
0.391 56. Is Your Child's School Prepared For Nuclear Attack?
0.351 26. Our High Cost of Living and the Low Cost of Surviving
0.350 36. World War III Could Be An Accident
0.160 3. There Are Ways to Know About Fallout
0.151 28. Shelter-Building Americans and How They Did It
0.094 35. How Can The World Disarm?

-0.006 21. My Town and Yours--Pinpoints on'-foscow's Attack Map
-0.015 24. A Shelter Blueprint That May Mean Your Srvival
-0.016 43. Firearms and Fallout Shelters
-0.027 1. Food Exposed to Radiation 3an Be Salvaged
-0.052 50. City Size, Bomb Size, and Your Chances for Surviva
-0,.99 12. The Blast of Nuclear War: Protection Against a Near-Solid

Wall of Air Pressure
-0.511 49. Psychological and Sociological Problems of Shelter-Living
-0.639 57. A Doctor's Report on Radiation

-0.640 16. And After the A-Blast, There's FIRE
-O 7..4 27. A New Playroom, More Storage Space, and Fallout Protection,Too
-1.017 55. Typhoid-As Deadly A iller As Fallout in Shelter-Living
-1.122 39. Shelter-Building S ;zies ',.s ea= As Your Phone
-1.371 46. Tax Credits For Protecting Yourself and Your Famiiy
-1.515 4. No More Children For Nuclear-Age Man
-1.961 8. Ocupation-Peace-Marcher: How and Why
.2.050 17. Will Russian Soldiers Walk Our Main Streets?
-2.101 19. So You Think Radiation's Contagious
-2.362 58. Why Tou Shouldn't Build A Fallout Shelter

=-
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TABLE 32 Follout Shelter and Radiation Type D:
Correlations Between the Degree to Which a Subject is of the Type D
(estimated factor loadingi) and Various Demographic and General Civil
Defense WnorAt~on Exposure Variables**

Corre-

No. Variable. ... .. _,,._____e_.__,_ _ _I.

11 Sex of subject 0 - female + .012
1 - male

12 Age of subject Actual age + .028

13 Number of children who: still live at Actual number of + .022
home children

14 I Last grade which was completed in Actual last grade + .044

.,school completed

15 "Do you have a preference for a 0 - No, Won't say + .038

particular religious faith?" 1 - Yes

16 Number of times subject has attended Actual number of .169

church in last four weeks times

17 Number of years subject has liveq at Actual number of + U4
present address years

18 Number of years subject has lived in, Actual number of + .1?8
present city years

19 Number of years subject has lived Ir. Actu4l number of + .080

present state years-

20 Number of hours of television viewing Actual number of + .192.

j in past week hours

21 Number of hours of radio listened to Actual number of - .160
in past week hours

22 "Did you look into or read a newspaper 0 -No yese "02

yesterday....the day before yesterday?" 1 - 1 yes
? - 2 yeses

23 Number of books read in the past Actual number of .000

month " books read

24 Number of meetings of or-anistions Actual number of + 
attenied in the past month meetings

25 Subject's estimate of totul faatl income Actual inom estimate . .0'9

4. -. L
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TABLE 32 Continued

Var. Corre-
&A. Variable , Code

1 Perceived Change Index: Guttmann 0-5 - Number of yeses
scale of following questions.... to five sceale questions + .146

"Do you feel the world situation
has changed in the past few months?"

"Has anything happened since your
interview last December that has
given you any new ideas about civil
defense?"

"In the past few months, have you.tr
feelings about fallout shelters 0 - No, DX
changed in any way?" 1 - yes

"As best you can remember, did you
sort these cards (FALLOUT SHELTER
AND RADIATION) any differently than
you did last De.,ember?"

"As best you can remember, did you
sort these cards (PEACE AND DEFENSE)
any differently than you did last

4I December?"

2 "As best you oan remember, did you sort 0 - No, DI
these cards (PEACE AND DEFESE) any 1 - Yes - .031
differently than you did last
December?"

3 "As best you can remember, did you sort 0 - No, DI
these cards (FALLOUT SHELTER AND RADIA- 1 - Yes -05
TION) any differently than you did last
December?*

4 "Since the last interview, have you 0 - No, DK
noticed anything in the newspapers about 1- Yes + .01
civil defense or fallout shelters?"

5 Have you noticed anything on television 0 - No, DX + .081
about olvi.& efense or fallout shelters?" 1 - Yes

6 'In the pat few months, have you 0 - No, DX
noticed anything inmagasines about I - Yes
civil defens, or fallout seltersa

7 'In the past fe months, have ou 0- No. DK
talked with amne about civil defense?* 1 - yes

._ 'I
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TABlE 32 Continued

Var. Corre.
No. Variable - Code lation

8 "Have you gotten any other information 0 - No, D -.

about civil defense or fallout shelters?" 1 - Yes
1"

9 "Have you gotten a copytof thq govern- 0 - If no .1.4
ment's bulletin on 'Fallout Protec- 1 - If yes, all no
tion.'" (yes, DK, no) below

"If YES: Did you read it?" 3 - If yes in part,
(yes, yes in part, no) no belo

4 -If yes, no below

"If YES or YES IN PART: Did you 5- If yes
discuss the bulletin with anyone?"

10 "Have you thought about ordering any 0 - If no + .04?
other civil defense booklets from 1 - If yes, no below
the government?*

"If YES: Have you ordered any yet?" 2 - If yes

* With an N = 104, a oorrelation of .193 is signifioant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

** A matrix of inneroorrelations between all pairs of the diographio and exposure
variables will be found in the appendix of the suary report (Part A). The
variable number refers to eaoh variable's location in. this mtrix.

j \

" 6

i'p
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TANJE 33 -- Intercorrelatiomns Ictw,(.n Vie Arrays of Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Dclicf- of thr, Four Fallout Shelter

and Pidiaticn Types

TYPE TYPE TYE

A B C D

TYPE - .30 .17 .0

TYPE B .30 --- .00 .35

TYPE C .17 .00 --- .18,

TYPE D .50 .35 .18

%S

PU



TIA E Ab -- Intercorrelations B t,wrn tlh Arrays of Peace and Dcfcnso
Boliefs of the Four Fallout, Shelter and Radiation Type.

TYrE TYPE TYI'E TYPE
A B D

TYPl A -- , .69 .76 .82

TYE B .69 .... 62 .70

TYPE C .76 .62 --- .69

TYPE D .82 .70

\S

SI

0m

'Vl
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TANS 3% -- Intercorrlatons it t,wrcn thc Arrays of Civil Dcfcnee
Information Sourcr- for tU- Four Fallout Shelter

and n,iint.Inn Typos

TyP71E TYII TYPE flTE
I B C D

TYPE A T" .73 .81

TYPE B .73 .... 72 .61

TfPE C .81 .72 .65

T m D .8 .61 .65

\S

"0
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TAME 3 - Intercorrelations 3etwccn the Arrays of Civil Defense

Information Topics for the Four Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Types

TY E TYPE TY1 E TYPE
, B C D

TXPS A --. .2 .38 .76

TYPE B .24 --- .23 .10

TYIS C ,38 .23 .... 68"

T'rI; D .76 .10 .,8-

kU
\S

! a

A

9



TABLE 37 - Fallout Shelter and Raiation Types A and B: Fllout Shelter
and kadiation Beliefs Which Differentiate Typo A From Type BO

z-scores Stat ement
A . A - B More Than Type B, Type A Acceptas

* 4

1.873 -0.543 2.416 12, I see building a shelter as something like buying in-
surance. Better to spend a little now even if we never
use it, so we'll have it ft in case.

0.725 -1.348 2.072 39. If I had the money, I'd get Illoni shelter built
for my family right away.

1.314 -0.645 1.959 /3. I am convinced that my family and I should have a 'aU-
out shelter -- either one of our own or a comuniq
shelter we could go to.

2.299 0.463 1.837 32. 1 t1ink everyone should find out as much as he can
abou. fallout shelters and other civil defense matters
so that he can be prepared in case of atack.

0.994 -0.707 1.701 13. Everyone in this country should have a fallout shelter
he can get into if and when we are attacked.

-1.099 -2.683 1.583 53. I think that if all of us prayed forpeace there would
be nothing to worry about.

2.914 1.331 1.583 57. We ,ight 'o do all we can to prevent war -- and at the
same time keep ourselves prepared in case it come.

0.045 -1.172 1.217 30. I think if everybody in the U.S. had a fallout shelter,
the Russiano would be less likely to start a war
against up.

0.584 -0.587 1.171 9. After a ndclear attack, if you filter the dust out of
the air, the air will be perfectly safe to breathe.

0.956 -0.073 1.028 2. I wouldn't mind so mush building a family shelter or
helping to build a community shelter, if the thing was
designed to serve peacetime purposes as well.

-0.071 -1.078 3,008 35. I worry a lot about whether to build a fallout shelter
or not.

More Than Type B, Type A Rejectss

0.850 2.442 -3.291 167 Fallout shelters Just wonIt do the job. Al shiLtere's.
do is make people think they are safe when they really
aren't.

-.1,.1 1.246 -2.077 61. I don't think there is really aqthing ah ordinary
citizen like me can do to protect himself in case of
a nuclear war.

-0.189 2.239 -2.377 6. We must try harder to prevent war.and not give so uh
attention to shelters.

-1.798 0.397 -2.195 17. I don't see what all this fallout shelter fuss is about.
I think it's just a lot of nonsense.

-L034 0.320 -1.353 40. What's the use of trying to save m life in a fallout
shelter. Our country will'be in such a mess after the
attack, it just won't be worth living,-

.1.041 0.296 -1.@37 49. I wouldn't use a fallout shelter in case of attack.
So many of m friends would be dead that it wouldn't
be vor 1h living anyway.

-0.606 0.711 -1.317 19. I don't think I'll build a shelter because there
wouldn't be time to get to it.

0.13 1.190 -1.061 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make the earth,
or some areas of it, ipos!sible to live in for years
or even centuries.
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TALE 37 Contimed

x-scores Statement
A T A-B

.0.259 0.777 -1.036 7., I donqt want to have the only shelter around here. I
just couldnt face keeping W neighbors out of N shel-
ter in case of attack.

-0.893 0.117 -1.010 50, Th re is no retl protection against radoactive fal-
out -. not even a comcrete shelter. The Stf is like
a ps that .tn get at you wher er you are.

SIncludes item vhioh or-i type olaced at least I stwAtard d vation higheF or loe
*than the other t3?p.

* ab

\a
\ * '

0
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TABLE 38 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Types A and C: Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Beliefs Which Differentiate Type A From Type C*

s-scores Statement
I A C A-C More Than Type C, Type A Accepts:

1.873 -0.680 2.553 12. I see building a shelter as something like buying in-
surance.- Better to spend a little now even if we never
use it, so we'll have it ust in case.

0.790 -1.339 2.130 55. Even though radiation is invisT5e, t is simple to
detect fallout.

1.314 -0,607 1,921 ' 3. I am convinced that qr family and I should have a fall-
out shelter -- either one of our own or a community
shelter we could go to.

0.725 -1.120 1.844 39. If I had the money, I'd get a fallout shelter built
for my family right away.2.299 0.873 1.427 32. I think everyone should find out as much as he can
about fallout shelters apd other civil defense matters
so that he can be prepared in case of attack,.

0. 584 -0.806 1.390 9. After a nuclear attack, if you filter the dust out of
the air, the air will be perfectly safe to breathe.

0.410 -0.933 1.343 56. Radiation sickness is not contagious. There is no
*harm in getting close tosomebody who has it.

0.139 -0.974 1.113 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make the earth,
or some areas of it, impossible to live in for years
or even centuries.

-0.715 -1.828 1.113 26. If you git exposed to radiation at all, you are likely
to die.

0.045 -1.060 1.095 30,- I think if everybody in the U.S. had a fallout shelter,
the Russians would be less likely to start a war
against us.

0.451 -0.633 1.085 38, I wish the people in government would stop talking so
much about fallout shelters and do something about-them.

-0.117 -1.191 1.075 28. A plastic suit with a filtering mask is good protection
against most fallout.

More Than Type C, Tape A Rejects:

-1,248 2.943 -4.189 45. My fate is in the hands of God. there is no use build-
ing fallout shelters or anything like tkat, Pine whatGod wills will be done.

-. 099 2.565 -8.665 53. I think that if all of us prayed for peace there would
be nothing to worry about.

-1.530 1.499 -3.028 52. A pers )n dies when his tim is up. There's nothing
anyone can do about it.

-1.577 0.602 -2.160 21. In the eyes of God, things like fallout shelters are
immoral.

-0.139 1,907 -2.046 6. We must try harder to prevent war and not give so much
I attention to shelters.

-0.iO5 0.946 -1551 19. I don't think I'll build a shelter because there would-
n't be tim to get to it.

-0.638 0,385 -1.023 14. It is the federal government's responsibility to pro-
tect al.l citizens by supplying them, rich and poorl
with shelters.

SInoludee items which oCO type placed at least 1 standard deviation higher or lower
the the other type.
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TABLE 39 - Fallout Shelter and Radiation Types A and D: Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Belie*fs Which Differentiate Type A From Type Do

s-scores Statement
*A D A-D More Than Type D, Type A Accepts:

2.914 0.470 2.444 57, We ought to do all we can to prevent war -- and at the
sane time keep ourselves prepared in case it CoMes,

0.584 -1.154 1.737 9. After a nuclear attack, if you filter the dust out of
the air, the air will be perfectly safe to breathe.

2.299 0.587 1.712 3Z. I think everyone should find out as much as he can
,' about fallout shelters and other civil defense matters,

so that he can be prepared in case of attack.
0.725 -0.863 1.588 3b. If I had the money, I'd get a fallout shelter built

for my family right away.
0.139 -1.328 1.466 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make the earth,

or some areas of it, impossible to live in for year!
or even centuries.

-0.071 -1.507 1,436 35. I worry a lot about whether to build a fallout shel~er
or not.

1.611 0.264 1.347 54. If a nuclear attack comes, our area helbe will probably
get a heavy dose of fallout radioactive materials.

1.301 -0.010 1.311 5. While blas and heat damage from a nuclear explosion
is limited to several miles around the point where it
explodes, fallout from it may cover thousands of square
miles.

'0.790 -0.455 1.245 55. Even though radiation is invisible, it is simple to
detect fallout.

0.794 -0.299 1.093 33. Any shelter that would provide adequate protection for
a famil y would cost more than $300.

0.175 -0.866 1.041 25. If we are attacked, great storms developed by the nu-
clear explosions will sweep across our country.

0.040 -0.960 1.000 18. It seem3 to me that the Russians are more likely to
use germ warfare than they are to attack us w 'h nu-
clear weavons.

Hore Thm Type D, Typ A Rejec'v

ft-.63B 1.427 -2. W5 14. It i3 the federal government I'a responsibility to pro-
tect all citizens by supplying them, rich and poor,
with shelters.

-1.530 0.222 -1.752 52. A person dies when his tie is up. There's nothing
anyone can do about it.

0.388 2.104 -1.736 8. it would be better for communities .to build largO pub-
lie shelters rather than to have each family build..
one of its own.

0.620- 2.061 -1.441 1. The goveriment should lend money to coc.Anities so
cocmunity shelters can be built.

0.851 2.2"^1 -1.426 4. On this fallout shelter business, 1'21 do whatever the
government thinks is best to do.

-1.530 -0.126 -1.404. 47. I suppose they need fallout shelters in se.prts of,
the U.S., but we don't really need them ro.d here.

0.452 1.783 -1.331 15. It seer' to me that, if the pvernment wants us to have
fallout shelters, it ought to start a program for
building shelters.

-1.798 -0.553 -1.245 17. I don'% see what all this fallout shelter fuss is about,
I think it's just a lot of nonsense.

* Includes item which on type placed at least 1 standard dmiation higher or lev
than the other tpe.
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TABLE 40 -- Fallout Shelter and Radiation Types B and Cs Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Beliefsa Which Differentiat .- Type B From Type CO

s-SCores Statament
B t B - C More Than Type C, Type B Accepts:

2.442 0,014 2.428 16. Fallout shelters just won't do the job. All shelters
do is make-people think they are safe when they really
aren't.

1.190 -0.974 2.164 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make the earth,
Sor some areas of it, impossible to live in for years
' or even centuries.

1.246 -0.803 2.049 5j. I don't think there is really anything an ordinary
citizen like me can do to protect himself in case of
a nuclear war.

0.058 -1.828 1.886 26. If you get expzosed to radiation at all, you are like-
ly to die.

0,054 -1.339 1.393 55. Even though radiation is invisible, it is simple 4o
detect fallout.

0.397 -0.835 1.231 17. I don't see what all this fallout shelter fuss is
about. I think it's just a lot of nonsense.

-0.020 -1.191 1.172 28. A plastic suit with a filtering mask is good protection
against most fallout.

0.539 -0.633 1.172 38. I wish the people in government would stop talking
so much about fallout shelters and do something about
them.

0.093 -0.983 1.026 56. Radiation sickness is not contagious. There is no
harm in getting close t-'sc.aebody who has it.

0,820 -0.691 1.011 40. What's the use of trying to save my life in a fallout
shelter, Our country will be in b.ch a mess after
the attack, it iust wontt be worth living.

More fhan Type C, Type B Rejects:

-2.683 2.565 -5.248 53. I think that if all of-us prayed forpeace there would
WO. be nothing to worry about. \

-0.548 2.943 -5.052 46. My fate .s in the hands of God. There is no use buiid,".
ing fallout shelters or anything like that, since what
God wills will be done.

-2.118 1.499 -8.612 52. A person dies when his tim is up. Theres nothing
-2."6anyone can do about it.
S-2.2" 0.602 -2.770 '21. In the eyes of God, things like fallout shelters are

immoral.
1;881 2.787 -1.456 57. We ought to do all we can to prevent war -- and at the

sam time keep ourselves prepared in case it coms.
-0.062- 1.111 -.117 33. Any shelter that would provide adequate protection

for a family would cost aorl than $800.
Bp

Includes item wich one type placed at least 1 standard Oeviation higher or loe
thAn the Ot e

A6
-! ..
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TABLE 41 .. Fallout Shelter and Radiation Types B and D: Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Beliefs Which Differentiate Type B From Type D*

s-scores Statement
B unB D More Than Type D, Type B Acceptst

2.442 -0.544 2.986 16. Fallout shelters just won't do the job. All shelters
do is make people think they are safe when they realy
aren't.

1.190 -1.328 2,518 24. The radioactivity after an attack would make the earth,
Sor some areas of it, iJ-cssible to live in for years
i or even centuries.

1.246 -0.848 2.094 F1. I don't think there is really aWthing an ordinary
1 citizen like me can do to protect himself in case of

a nuclear war,
0.756 -0.960 1.717 18. It seems to me that the Russians are more likely to

use germ warfare than the .are to attack us with ns-
clear weapons.

2.239 0.746 1.492 6. We must try harder to prevent war and not give sb mach
attention to shelters.

1.450 -0.010 1.460 5. While blast and heat damage from a nuclear explos4on
is limited to several miles around the point where it
explodes, fallout from it my cover thousands of squarp
miles.

0.058 -1.201 1,259 26. If you get exposed to radiation at all you are likely
to die.

0.711 -0.315 1,026 19. I don't tHnk I'll build a shelter because there would'
n't be time to get to it.

0.160 -0.866 1.026 25. If we are attacked, great storns developed by the nu-
clear explostions will swoep across our countY.

M ore Than Type D, Type B Rejects:

-U.LU3 2.276 -2.379 4. Un this fallout shelter busne, I'll do whatever the
government thinks is best to do.

-2.113 0.222 -2.336 52. A person dies when his time is\up. There's nothing
anyone can do about it.

.0.645 1.638 -2.283 3. I am convinced that my fa.ily and I should hav, a fall,.
out shelter -- either one at our own or a oamni'y
shelter we could go to.

0.142 2.061 -1.919 1. The goornment should load money to cmmitis so
cooqpity shelters can be built.

-4.683 -1.028 -1.659 58. I think that if all ot us prayedf or peace there would
be nothing to worry about.

-0.O?9 1.427 -1.506 14. It is the federal ve e s respoasihbiLty to pro-
tect all citisen by supplying thm, rich md pew,
with shelters.

-0.548 0.934 -1.47? 12. I see building a shelter as semthi lke bW1" a-
swanoe. Better to spend a little aov pon if we moe
use it, so we'll hve it In

-0.707 0.716 -1.424' 13. kNvoane in this coMtry .. I =00a fallout s lter
he e got into it and when we are attacked.

-0.078 .46 -.421 2. 1 wouldn't mind so mob buildin a ftily sheltsr w
elpin to builA a commity slter, it the Wq

was desiped to serve peoetime pbee so wal.
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TABLE 41 Continued

s.scores Statement
B B B-D

1.083 2.104 -1.021 8.0 It would be better for comuitas to build lare pub-
lic shelters rather than to have each famiily build
one of its own.

-0.093 0.918 -l.01 36. I think a community shelter would be a good idea, but
you can't got people around here interested in build-

i ing a thing like that.

* Includes ites vhioh onei type placed at least 1 standard, deviation higher or lover
than the c'ther tV*.

k .
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TABLE 42 -- Fa llout Shelter and Radiation Types C and D: Fallout Shelter
and Radiation Beliefs Which Differentiate Type C From Type De

s-scores Statement
C C -C D More Than Type D, Type C Accepts:

2.943 -1.582 4.525 45. My fate is in the hands of God. There is no use build-
ing fallout shelters or anything like that, since what
God wills will be done.

2.565 -1.023 3.589 53. I think that if all of us prayed for peace there would
be nothing to worry about.

0.602 -2.575 3.177 '21. In the eyes of God, things like fallout shelters are
I immoral.

2.787 0.470 2.316 57. We ought to do all we can to prevent war -- and at the
same time keep ourselves prepared in case it comes.

1.111 -0.299 1.409 33. Any shelter that would provide adequate protection for
a family would cost more than $300.

1.499 0.222 1.276 52. A person dies when his time is up. There's nothing
anyone can do about it. '

0.946 -0.315 1.260 19. I don't think I'll build a shelter because there'.
wouldn't be time to get to it.

1.907 0.746 1,161 6. We must try harder to prevent war and not give ao
much attention to shelters,

iRore Than Type D, Type C Rejects:

-0.607 1.638 -2.245 3, i um condinced that uy family and I should have a fall-
out shelter -- either one of our own or a comunity
shelter we could go to.

-0.150 2.061 -2.21 1. The government should lend money to com nities so
community shelters can be built.

0.l1W 2.104 -1.970 8. It would be better for comunities to build large pub'.
lic shelters rather than totave each family build.
one of its own.

-0.777 0.918 -1.695 36. I think a comunity shelter would be a pod idea, but
you can't get people, around here interested in build-
ing a thing like that.

0.615 2.276 -1.661 4. On this fallout shelter business, I'll do vhatevr- ".%
the government thinks is best to do.

-0.680 0.934 -1.614 12. I see building a shelter as mmething like buying bb-
uarance. Better to spend a little now *vem if we

never use it, so we'll have it just in case.
-0.633 0.928 -1.561 38. I 4ish the people in government would stop talking so

*Ah about fallout shelters and do something about
the.

0.639 1.783 -1. 1" 15. It a" to e that, if the goveremt wants us to
have fellout sheltrs, it ought to start a program,
for building shelters.

0.36 1.427 -1.042 14. It is the federal govsrnaint's responsibility to pro-
tect all citisens by supplying the,, Aoh ad poor,
with shelters.

-0.933 0.075 -1.006 54. Radiation sickness is not ontagious. There is no
harm i getting close Toomsbody who had it.

SInmludes items hbh one type placed at least 1 etndard eviation higr or lower
th the Othin typ.


